VYAKARANA MAHABHASYA OF PATANJALI
ON PANINI 3.1 (AHNjKAS 1 TO 6) (2)•
Stephen Peter THOMPSON

PARTB
CHAPI'ER N: INTRODUCTION TO THE TRANSLATION OF
THEMAHABHA$YA PRATYAYAPADA

The oldest complete grammar that has been preserved is the
A.Jtiidhyiiyf of Pii7Jini. It is one of the greatest monuments of human
intelligence. It represents a fully developed system describing, in
minute detail, every inflection, derivation and composition as well as
syntactic usage of its author's speech. No other language, to this day,
has been so perfectly described. Pii7Jini stands at the end of a long line
of predecessors whose grammatical works have perished owing to the
excellence of his work.
Later than Yiiska (probably about 500 B.c.), whom Pii7Jini
mentions, and much earlier than his interpreter Patafijali (author of
the Mahiibhii.Jya and third of the great Munitraya), Pii7Jini probably
flourished in Saliitura near modem Atak, where Hsuan Tsang saw a
statue to his memory, c. 350 B.C. If so, then Kiityiiyana (second of the
great Munitraya) may be placed c. 250-200 B.C., there being found
sufficient divergence of speech due to passage of time and difference
of region to justify his corrections.
The first commentatorial work on Pii7Jini' s A.Jtiidhyiiyf available
to us is Kiityiiyana's viirttikas, or critical annotations, on 1245 or
nearly one third of Pii7Jini's sutras, the object of which is to consider
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whether Pii1:zini's siitras are correct or not, and to improve on them
where this may be found to be necessary. Kiityiiyana belonged to the
Deccan and to a school of grammar different from that of PiiJJini.
When Kiityiiyana's criticisms show him to differ from PiiJJini, an
oversight on the part of the latter is usually to be assumed, but in
estimating the extent of such oversight one must take into account that
he lived both later and in a part of India far removed from that of
PiiJJini. Other grammarians made similar notes on PiiJJini both before
and after Kiityiiyana. Subsequent to the latter's time are the numerous
grammatical kiirikas or comments in metrical form.
All this critical work was collected by Patafijali in his Great
Commentary, the Mahiibhii$ya, based on the Samgraha of Vyiidi with
many supplementary notes and discussions of his own commenting on
PiiJJini's rules as well as Kiityiiyana's Viirttikas. His discussions take
the form of a kind of dialogue and deal with 1713 siitras of PiiJJini.
Patafijali is regarded as an incarnation of the snake Se$a, Vi$1JU's
resting place during his slumber, and believed to be the author of the
Yoga Siitra by much later tradition, due to likeness of name. His date
is still disputed. However, statements in the Bhii$ya refer to a sacrifice
for Pu$yamitra, whose reign began c. 185 or 178 B.c., and to a recent
attack on Saketa and Madhyamika by a Yiivana, who is identified with
the Greek Menander (c. 156-153), dates which give c. 150-149 for the
composition of the work. Slight confirmation comes from the fact that
Kiityiiyana notes the title "deviiniim priya", (PiiJJini does not), famed
in Asoka's inscriptions, suggesting that he fell after 250 B.c. Finally
Kalhana records a revival of the study of the Mahiibhii$ya under
Abhimanyu. Since this statement and date is suspect, the next lower
limit is Bhartrhari's date, viz. the fifth or fourth century A.D.
The Mahiibhii$ya is in the first instance a commentary on the
Viirttikas of Kiityiiyana. Rarely does Patafijali explain PiiJJini for the
simple purpose of explanation, as does the later Kiisikii Vrtti, but like
a second viirttikiikiira, on the whole he enquires whether anything has
been omitted in the siitras that should have been stated or whether in
them there is anything superfluous, faulty or at all liable to objection.
The Mahiibhii$ya is interesting stylistically in giving us a lively
picture of the mode of discussion of the day. The language is lucid
and elegant, presenting arguments in a conversational style remotely
comparable to the dialogues of Plato. The piirvapak$in having raised
doubts, asked questions and attacked PiiJJini's or Kiityiiyana's
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formulations, a question is then posed; an Aciiryade.fiya deals with it.
The latter is also called Siddhiintyekadesin, the person who refutes the
objections and defends Pii7Jini and Kiityiiyana by providing partially
correct answers. Thus he deals with the question posed, not altogether
incompetently but not quite satisfactorily. The Aciirya or Siddhiinitin
solves the issues. He gives final decisions on particularly difficult
issues, either
(i) by saying that Kiityiiyana's additions to and rephrasings of
Pii7Jini's siitras are unfounded or unnecessary, or
(ii) by defending Kiityiiyana's rephrasing of the rules, or
(iii) by suggesting that a particular rule of Pii7Jini is not needed even if
Kiityiiyana defends it.
The style, therefore, is lively, simple and animated, and as in
Asoka's inscriptions not rarely do we find the question 'Wherefore?'
'How?'or 'What?' put and then answered. Proverbial expressions and
references to matters of everyday life are introduced and serve both to
enliven the discussions and to give us valuable hints of the conditions
of life and thought in the time of Pataiijali, who is thus a source of
information for religious and social history as well as for literature.
The Mahiibhii$ya, like the A$[iidhyiiyi, is divided into eight
adhyayas of.four piidas each; each piida being further subdivided into
from one to nine iihnikas [which, in former times, may have been read
in one ahan (day).] Within this the pratyayapiida comprises six
iihnikas and in fact serves to introduce the heart of the Pii7Jinian
grammar as interpreted by Kiityiiyana and Pataiijali, viz. the third,
fourth and fifth adhyayas.
The First iihnika provides the saiijiiii and adhikiira siitras 3.1.1-4
which apply throughout the subsequent three adhyayas, as well as the
first pratyaya san, firstly as sviirthe and then in the sense of icchii.
The Second iihnika deals with the next seven dhiitu-forrning
pratyayas: kyac, kiimyac, kyan, kvas, 7Jin and yan, with various
meanings, including sviirthe, kara7Je and hetumati.
The Third iihnika discusses the last four of the dhiitu-forrning
pratyayas, viz. yak, iiya, fyan and 7Jin, with the adhikiira for the last
three and the saiijfiii dhiitu for all twelve. The first four atyantikasviirthe vikara7Ja pratyayas, viz. sya, tiisi, sip and am, are then
evaluated.
The Fourth iihnika starts by considering the aorist vikara7Ja eli
and then its five iidesas, viz. sic, ksa, can, an and cin. Then a selection
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of the conjugational vikaraiJaS are discussed, viz. syan, snam, U, snii
(with iidesas siinac and siiyac), preceded by the passive yak, all in the
sense of sviirthe. It ends with vyatyayo bahulam and the Vedic
vikaraiJa ail.
The Fifth iihnika begins with a long discussion on the atidesa
karmavat for the reflexive passive, followed by a niyama and special
ordaining of syan to end the section dealing with verbal forms. The
remainder deals with the three adhikiiras, dhiito~, upapada and lq-t,
which introduce the primary noun formation with krt pratyayas.
The Sixth and last iihnika of the pratyayapiida begins with the
viisarupo paribhiisii and the adhikiira lq-tyii~, followed by a discussion
of the six pratyayas in its province, viz. tavya, tavyat, anfyar, yat,
kyap and '!Yaf, in the sense largely of bhiiva and karman. The last
section deals with all but two of the remaining pratyayas of the piida,
in the sense of kartr, viz. IJVul, lyuil, trc, ~Jin, ac, ka, sa, IJa, $Van,
thakan, 1Jyat IJVUn and vun.

Contents Index for 3. 1. 1-149
The Pratyayapiida of the VyiikaraiJa Mahiibhii$ya.
First Ahnika
Sutra
(Type)
3.1.1: pratyaya~
(safijfiiil adhikiira)
3.1.2: paras ca
(safijfiiil adhikiira)
3.1.3: iidyudiittas ca
(saiijfiiil adhikiira)
3.1.4: anudiittau suppitau
(safijfiiil adhikiira)
3.1.5: guptijkitbhya~ san
(vidhi san)
3.1.6: miinbadhadiinsiinbhyo dirghas
ciibhyiisasya
(vidhi san)
3.1. 7: dhiito~ karma~:ta~ samiinakartrkiid
icchiiyiim vii
(vidhi san)
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Meaning

Vii! Slo
Vii 8
Vii II
Vii 16

sviirthe

Vii I

sviirthe

Vii 2

icchiiyiim

Vii 15
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Second Ahnika
Siitra
(Type)
3.1.8: supa iitmana~ kyac
(vidhi kyac)
3.1.9: kiimyac ca
(vidhi kiimyac)
3.1.10: upamiiniid iiciire
(vidhi kyac)
3.1.11: kartu~ kyal} salopas ca
(vidhi kyan)
3.1.12: bhrsiidibhyo bhuvyacver lopas
ca hala~
(vidhi kyan)
3.1.13: lohitiidirfiijbhya~ kya!j
(vidhi kyan)
3.1.14: ka!fthiiya kramal}e
(vidhi kyan)
3.1.15: karmal}o romanthatapobhyiim
vartticaro~

(vidhi kyan)
3.1.16: bii!jpO!jmabhyiim udvamane
(vidhi kyan)
3.1.17: sabdavairakalahiibhrakal}vameghebhya~ karal}e
(vidhi kyan)
3.1.18: sukhiidibhya~ kartr vedaniiyiim
(vidhi kyan)
3.1.19: namovarivas citrana~ kyac
(vidhi kyac)
3.1.20: pucchabhiil}c;lacivariil} l}ifl
(vidhi l}in)
3.1.21 :mul}c;iabhyo misraslak/jl}alaval}avratavastrahalakalakrtatus
tebhyo l}ic
(vidhi l}ic)
3.1.22: dhiitor ekiico haliide~
kryiisamabhihiire yan
(vidhiyan)
3.1.23: nityam kautilye gatau
(vidhiyan)
3.1.24: lupasadacarajapajabhadahadaf!!sagfbhyo bhiivagarhiiyiim
(vidhiyan)
3.1.25: satyiipapiisarnpavil}iitulaslokaseniilomatvacavarmavarl}aciirl}acuriidibhyo l}ic
(vidhi l}ic)
3.1.26: hetumati ca
(vidhi l}ic)
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Meaning

Vii/ Slo

icchayam

Vii 4

icchiiyiim

Vii 1

(upamiiniid) iiciire

Vii 1

(upamiiniid) iiciire

Vii 3

bhuvi

Vii 6

bhuvi

Vii 2

ka!fthiiya kramal}e

Vii 1

vartticaro~

Vii 1

udvamane

Vii 0
Vii 2

kartrvedaniiyiim

Vii 1
Vii 3

Vii 1

kriyiisamabhihiire

Vii 7

kautilye gatau
bhiivagarhiiyiim

sviirthe

Vii 2

hetumati

Vii 15
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Sutra
(Type)
3.I.27: kal}(jviidibhyo yak
(vidhiyak)
3.I. 2 8: gupudhupavicchipal}ipanibhya
iiyal:z
(vidhi iiya)
3.I.29: rter iyan
(vidhi iyan)
3.I.30: kamer l}in
(vidhi l}in)
3.I.3I: iiyiidayal:z iirdhadhiituke vii
(vidhi iiya, iyiiii, l}in)
3.I.32: saniidyantii dhiitaval:z
(saiijiiii san etc)
3.I.33: syatiisi lriutol:z
(vidhi sya/ tiisi vikaral}a)
3.I.34: sipbahulaf!Zleti
(vidhi sip)
3.I.35: kiispratyayiid iim amantre Ziti
(vidhi iim vikaral}a)
3.I.36: ijiides ca gurumato 'nrcchal:z
(vidhi iim vikaral}a)
3.I.37: dayiiyiisas ca
(vidhi iim vikaral}a)
3.I.38: u~avidajagrbhyo 'nyatarasyiim
(vidhi iim vikaral}a)
3.I.39: bhihribhrhuviif!Z sluvac ca
(vidhi iim vikaral}a)
3.I.40: krii ciinuprayujyate Ziti
(vidhi iim vikaral}a)

Meaning

Vii/ Slo

Sviirthe

Vii 4

Sviirthe
sviirthe
sviirthe

Vii 3

(iirdhadhiituke)

Vii 3
Vii I

sviirthe

Vii 0

sviirthe

Vii 6

sviirthe

Vii I

sviirthe

Vii 6

sviirthe
sviirthe

Vii I

sviirthe

Vii I

krii anuprayujyate

Vii 9

Meaning

Vii/ Slo

Fourth Ahnika
Sutra
(Type)
3.I.4I: vidan kurvantv ity anyatarasyam
(vidhi iim vikaral}a)
3.I.42: abhyutsiidayiif!l
prajanayiif!lcikayiif!Zramayiimakal:z
piivayiim kriyiidvidiim akrann
iti chandasi
(vidhi iim vikaral}a)
3.I.43: eli Zuni
(vidhi eli vikaral}a)
3.I.44: eleh sic
(vidhi sic iidesal:z)
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sviirthe

sviirthe
sviirthe (Zuni)

Vii 5

sviirthe (Zuni)

Vii 7
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3.1.45: sa/a~ igupadhiid anita~ ksa~
(vidhi ksa iidesa~)
3.1.46: sli~a iili1igane
(vidhi ksa iide8a~)
3.1.47: na drsa~
(vidhi ksa iidesa~)
3.1.48: l'}isridrusrubhya~ kartari can
(vidhi can iidesa~)
3.1.49: vibhii~iidhe{Svyo~
(vidhi can iidesa~)
3.1.50: gupes chandasi
(vidhi can iidesa~)
3.1.51: nonayati dhvanayaty

sviirthe (Zuni) (iilingane)

Vii 5

sviirthe (Zuni)

Vii 4

sviirthe (luni)
sviirthe (Zuni) (kartari)

Vii 3

sviirthe (Zuni) (kartari)

elayatiardayatibhya~

(vidhi can iidesa~)
3.1.52: asyativaktikhyiitibhyo 'n
(vidhi an iidesa~)
3.1. 53: lipisicihvas ca
(vidhi an iidesa~)
3.1.54: iitmanepade~v anyatarasyiim
(vidhi an iidesa~)
3.1. 5 5.pu~iididyutiidy{dita~ parasmaipade~u

(vidhi an iide8a~)
3.1. 56: sartisiistyartibhyas ca
(vidhi an iide8a~)
3.1.57: irito vii
(vidhi an iidesa~)

(Zuni)
sviirthe
chandasi

(kartari)

(Zuni)
sviirthe
chandasi

(kartari)

(Zuni)
sviirthe
chandasi
(Zuni)
sviirthe
chandasi
(Zuni)
sviirthe
chandasi

(kartari)

(Zuni)
sviirthe
chandasi

Vii 2

(kartari)
(kartari)
(kartari)

sviirthe (Zuni) (kartari) vii
sviirthe (Zuni) (kartari) vii

Fourth Ahnika continued
Setra
(Type)
3.1.58: jfstambhumrucumlucugrucuglucugluiicusvibhyas ca
(vidhi an iide8a~)
3.1.59: krmrdrruhibhyas chandasi
(vidhi an iide8a~)
3.1.60: cil'} te pada~
(vidhi cin iidesa~)
3.1. 61: dipajanabudhapuritiiyipyiiyibhyo 'nyatarasyiim
(vidhi cin iidesa~)
3.1.62: aca~ karmakarttari
(vidhi cin iidesa~)
3.1.63: duhas ca
(vidhi cin iidesa~)
3.1.64: na rudha~
(vidhi cin iidesa~)

Meaning
sviirthe
(Zuni)
chandasi

Vii/ Slo
(kartari)

Vii 0

sviirthe (Zuni) (kartari)
sviirthe (Zuni) (kartari) te
sviirthe (Zuni) (kartari) te
anyatarasyiim
(Zuni)
sviirthe
karmakartari
sviirthe
(luni)
karmakartari
sviirthe
(Zuni)
karmakartari
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(kartari)
(kartari)
(kartari)

Vii 0
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3.1.65: tapa 'nutiipe ca
(vidhi cin iidesal})
3 .1. 66: ci7J bhiivakarma7Jolf
(vidhi cin iiddal})
3.1.67: siirvadhiituke yak
(vidhi yak vikara7Jalf)
3.1.68: karttariSap
(vidhi sap vikara7Jalf)
3.1.69: diviidibhyal} syan
(vidhi syan vikara7JaiJ)
3.1.70: vii bhriisabhliisabhramukramuklamu trasitrutila~al}
(vidhi syan vikara7JaiJ)
3.1. 71: yaso 'nupasargiit
(vidhi syan vikara7Jalf)
3.1. 72: samyasas ca
(vidhi syan vikara7Jalf)
3.1. 73: sviidibhyal} snul}
(vidhi snu vikara7Jalf)
3.1. 74: sruval} sr ca
(vidhi snu vikara7Jalf)
3.1.75: ak:fo 'nyatarasyiim
(vidhi snu vikara7Jalf)
3.1. 76: taniikara7Je tak:fal}
(vidhi snu vikara7Jalf)
3.1. 77: tudiidibhyal} sal}
(vidhi sa vikara7Jalf)
3.1. 78: rudhiidibhyal} snam
(vidhi snam vikara7Jalf)
3.1. 79: taniidikrfibhyal} ul}
(vidhi snam vikara7Jalf)
3.1. 80: dhinvi kr1Jvyor a ca
(vidhi snam vikara7Jalf)
3.1.81: kryiidibhyal} snii
(vidhi snii vikara7Jalf)
3.1. 82:stambhustumbhuskambhu
skumbhuskufibhyal} snus ca
(vidhi snii/ snu vikara7Jalf)
3.1.83: halal} snal} siinajjhau
(vidhi (snii)siinac iiddal})
3.1.84: chandasi siiyaj api
(vidhi (snii)siiyaj iidesal})
3.1.85: vyatyayo bahulam

sviirthe
(luni)
(kartari)
karmakartari
sviirthe
lwii
te
ViiO
bhiivakarmanol}
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari

Vii5

sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari

ViiO

sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
anyatarasyiim
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
anyatarasyiim
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari

Vii3

sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari sloka
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari

ViiO

sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
Vii 7
hau
sviirthe siirvadhiituke kartari
ViiO
chandasi

(paribhii~ii)

3.1.86: liny iisi~y an
(vidhi an vikara7Jalf)
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vyatyayo bahulam chandasi

sloka

svarthe iisi~i chandasi

Vii2
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Fifth Ahnika

Sutra

Meaning

(Ty_pe2

3.1.87: karmavat karmal}a
tulyakriyal}
(atiddal})
3.1.88: tapas tapal}karmakasyaiva
(niyamal})
3.1.89: naduhasnunamiim yakcil}au
(niyamal})
3.1.90: ku!firafijol} priiciil?l syan
parasmaipadal?l ca
(vidhi/syan)
3.1.91: dhiitol}
(adhikiiral})
3.1.92: tatropapadam saptamistham
(adhikiira/safijfiii)
3.1.93: krdatift
(adhikiira/safijfiii)
3.1.94: vii 'sariipo 'striyiim
(adhikiira)
3.1.95: Jcrtyiil} priil} l}Vulal}
(adhikiiral})
3.1.96: tavyattavyiiniyaral}
(vidhi tavya tavyat aniyar)
3.1.97:aco 'yat
(vidhi yat)
3.1.98: porad upadhiit
(vidhi yat)
3.1.99: sakisal}os ca
(vidhi yat)
3.1.1 00: gadamadacarayamas
ciinupasarge
(vidhi yat)
3 .1.1 01: avadyapal}yavaryii
garhyapal}itavyiinirodhe!fU
(vidhi yat)
3.1.102: vahyal?l karal}am
(vidhi yat)
3.1.1 03: aryal} sviimivaisyayol}
(vidhi yat)
3.1.104: upasaryii kiilyiiprajane
(vidhi yat)
3.1.105: ajaryam saftgatam
(vidhi yat)
3.1.106: vadal} supi kyap ca
(vidhi yat/ kyap)

karamavatkartmal}a
tulyakriyii kartari
karamavatkartmal}ii
tulyakriyii kartari
karamavatkartmal}ii
tulyakriyii kartari

Vii/ Slo
Vii 18

Vii 1

karamavatkartmal}ii
tulyakriyii kartari

Vii 2

dhiitol}

Vii 11

upapada tatra saptamistham

Vii 6

krt atift

Vii 0

viisariipo ' striyiim

Vii 10

krtyiil}

Vii 2

bhiivakarmal}ol}

Vii 3

bhiivakarmal}ol}

Vii 3

bhiivakarmal}ol}
bhiivakarmal}ol}
bhiivakarmal}ol} anupasarge

Vii 1

garhyapal}tavyiinirodhe!fU
karal}am
sviimivaisyayol}

Vii 1

kiiyii prajane
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saftgatam

Vii 1

bhiivakarmal}ol} supi
anupasarge

Vii 1
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3.1.107: bhuvo bhave
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.108: hanas ta ca
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.109: etistusasvrdrju:falf kyap
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.11 0: rdupadhaccak/picrtelf
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.111: i ca khanalf
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.112: bhriio 'saf!1jiiayam
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.113: mrjer vibha:fa
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.114: rajasuyasiiryamr:fodyarucyakupyakr'fthapacyavyathyalf
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.115:bhidyoddhyau nade
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.116: pu:jyasidhyau nak'fatre
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.117: vipii.yaviniyajitya mufijakalkahali:fu
(vidhi kyap)

Fifth Ahnika continued
Sutra
(Type)
3.1.118: pratyapibhyaf!1 grahes chandasi
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.119: padasvairinbahyapaksye:fu ca
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.120: vibha:ja krvr:folf
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.121: yugyaf!1 ca pattre
(vidhi kyap)
3.1.122: amavasyadanyatarasyam
(vidhi kyap (~yat))
3.1.123: chandasi ni:j{harkyadevahuya

bhave

VaO

bhave supi anupasarge

Vii 1

bhavesupianupasarge

Va2

bhave supi
bhave

VaO

bhave asaiijiiayam

Val

bhave vibha:fa
Va3

bhave
nade
nak'fatre
mufijakalkahali:ju

Meaning
bhavakarma~olf

chandasi

Val Slo
Va 1

padasvairibahyapak:fe:fu
bhavakarma~olf

vibha:fa

patre
bhavakarma~olf

sloka

anyatarasyam

pra~iyonniyocchi(fyamarya

staryadhvaryakhanyakhanyadeva
yajyaprcchyaprati(fivyabrahma-_ .
vadyabhavyastavyopacayyaprf}anz
(vidhi ~yat, kyap, yat, ya)
3.1.124: rhalor ~yat
(vidhi ~yat)
3.1.125: oravasyake
(vidhi ~yat)
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3.I.I26: asuyuvapirapilapitra picamas ca
(vidhi J:Zyat)
3.I.I27: anayyo 'nitye
(vidhi J:~yat)
3.I.I28: pra~Jiiyyo 'sa7!lmatau
(vidhi~Jyalj
__
3 .I.l29: payyasannayyanikiiyyadhayya
manahavirnivasasamidheni!jU
(vidhi~Jyalj
_
3.I.I30: kratau ku~Jcfapayyasal!lcayyau
(vidhi l}yat)

avasyake
anitye

sloka

asammatau
manahavirnivasasamidheni!jU

Vii I

kratau

Vii I

Sixth Ahnika

Siitra
(Type)
3.I.I3I: agnau paricayyopacayyasamiihyii/:t
(vidhi J:!yat)
3.I.132: cityagnicitye ca
(vidhi l}yat)
3.I.133: nvultrcau
(vidhi l}vul/trc)
3.I.134: nandigrahipacadibhyo 'lyul}iny
acah
(vidhi lywi/ l}in/ac)
3.I.135: igupadhajfiaprikira/:t ka/:t
(vidhi ka)
3.I.136: atas copasarge
(vidhi ka)
3.I.137: paghradhmadhetdrsa/:t sa/:t
(vidhi sa)
3.I.I38: anupasargatlimpavindadhariparivedyudejicetisatisahibhyas ca
(vidhi sa)
3.I.I39: dadatidadhatyor vibhii!Jii
(vidhi sa)
3.I.I40: jvalitikasantebhyo l}a/:t
(vidhi l}a)
3.I.I4I: syadvyadhiisrusal!lsrvatil}avasavahrlihasli!}a svasas ca
(vidhi l}a)
3.I.142: dunyor anupasarge
(vidhi l}a)
3.I.143: vibhii!jii graha/:t
(vidhi l}a)
3.I.I44: gehe ka/:t
(vidhi ka)
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Val Slo

agnau

Va3

agnau

Vii I

kartari

Va4

kartari

Va2

kartari

Va2

kartari upasarge
kartari

Vii I

kartari anupasarge

Va2

kartari anupasarge vibhii!}ii
kartari anupasarge vibhii!}ii
kartari
kartari anupasarge
kartari anupasarge vibhii!}ii
kartari gehe

Vii I
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3.1.145: sifpini $VUn
(vidhi $Vun)
3.1.146: gas thakan
(vidhi thakan)
3.1.147: !JYUf ca
(vidhi l}yut)
3.1.148: has ca vrihikiilayo~
(vidhi l}yat)
3.1.149: prusrlva~ samabhihiire vun
(vidhi vun)
3.1.150: iisi$i ca
(vidhi vun)

kartari gehe silpini

Vii 1

kartari
kartari gehe vrihikiilayo~
kartari gehe vrihikiilayo~
kartari gehe samabhihiire

Vii 1

kartari gehe iisi!ji

CHAPTER V: THE SANSKRTA TEXT AND THE ENGLISH
TRANSLATION OF THE VY~A MAHABHl.$YA BY
PATANJALION3.1, THEPRATYAYAPADA COMPRISING
SIX AHNIKAS AND DEALING WITH KATYAYANA'S
VARTTIKAS ONP~ 3.1.1-149

pratyayal; //3/1/111
1.1

1.5

adhikiire!Jeyaf!l pratyayasaf!Z}fiii kriyate I sii prakrtyupapadopiidhiniim api I tasyiiiJ prafi$edho vaktavya!J I prakrti I guptijkidbhya!J san (3.1.5) I upapadal stambakar!J,ayo ramijapo/J
(3.2.13) I upiidhi I haraterddrtiniithayo!J
pasau (3.2.24) I efe$iif!l prafi$edho vaktavya!J I kif!l ca syiid
yady efe$iim api pratyayasaf!l}fiii syiit I paratvam iidy udiittatvam migasaf!l}fiety ete vidhaya!J prasajyeran I ata uttaraJ!l
patati I

Pii!J,ini 3.1.1: Affix.
Bhii$ya: This technical term pratyaya is formed (with the function) of
a governing adhikiirasfttra. That (technical term) obtains also for the
prakrti (base), upapada (subordinate word in a compound) and upiidhi
(qualifying words). A prohibition of that should be stated.
Example of prakrti: 'san pratyaya acts after the prakrtis gup tij
and kit' (3.1.5).
Example of upapada (subordinate in compound): 'ac pratyaya
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acts after dhiitus ram (sport) and jap (whisper) when the sup (case
inflected) upapadas stamba (clump of grass) and kara7Ja (ear) are in
composition with them respectively' (3.2.13).
Example of upiidhi: When the upiidhi is 'agent' as an animal,
pratyaya in acts after dhiitu hr (to take the karrnan or object in
composition as upapada) being the words drti (leather bag) and niitha
(nose string) (3.2.25). Prohibition should be stated of these having the
name pratyaya. What would be (wrong) if these also had the technical
name pratyaya? The rules paras ca ('a pratyaya is subsequent')
(3.1.2) iidyudiittal} ('a pratyaya has initial udiitta acute accent') (3.1.3)
·and the technical name aliga (yasmiit pratyavidhistadiidi 1. 4.13)
would be applicable. Therefore (the Viirttikakiira) reads the reply:
1. 7

pratyayiidhikiire prakrtyupapadopiidhiniim aprati~edhal} IIlii
adhikiireJJiipi pratyayasaf!l}iiiiyiif!l satyiif!l prakrtyupapadopiidhiniimaprati~edhal} I anarthakal} prati~edho 'prati~edhal} I
pratyayiisaf!Z}iiii kasmiin na bhavati I

Viirttika 1: (There is) no prohibition (of the technical term) for prakrti
(base), upapada (subordinate word in a compound) and upiidhi
(qualifying word) when pratyaya is a governing rule.

Even when the technical term pratyaya exists as the
governing rule, no prohibition (of the term pratyaya) for prakrti,
upapada and upiidhi (is necessary). The word aprati~edha means a
superfluous prohibition. Why does the technical name pratyaya not
apply to them?

Bhii~ya:

1.10 nimittasya nimittikiiryiirthatviid anyatriipi I121I
nimittiini hi nimittikiiryiirthiini bhavanti I kif!l punar nimittaf!l
ko vii nimitti I prakrtyupapadopiidhayo nimittaf!l pratyayo
nimitti I anyatriipi cai~a nyiiyo dr#a/J I kviinyatra I lake I tadyathii I bahu~v iisine~u kascit kaf!lcit prcchati katamo devadattal} kataro yajiiadatta iti I sa tasmii iica#e I yo 'sve yal} pitha
ity ukte nimittasya nimittikiiryiirthatviid adhyavasyaty ayaf!l
devadatto 'yaf!Z yajiiadatta iti nediinimasvasya
1.15 pithasya vii devadatta iti saf!Z}iiii bhavati I kif!l punar nimittaf!l
ko vii nimitti I nirjiiiito 'rtho nimittam anirjiiiito 'rtho nimitti I
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iha ca pratyayo 'nirjiiiital} prakrtyupapadopiidhayo nirjiiiitii~
kva I dhiitiipadese priitipadikopadese ca I te nirjiiiitii nimittatvenopiidiyante II
Viirttika 2: Because the cause is meant for that which is possessed of
cause elsewhere also.
Bhii$ya: For the causes indeed are meant for the sake of the operations
of those which are possessed of cause. But what is the cause and what
is that which is possessed of cause? Prakrti, upapada and upiidhi are
the causes; the pratyaya is that which is possessed of a cause. This
principle is also seen elsewhere. Where else? In the world. For
example, when many are seated someone asks someone else 'Who
(among these) is Devadatta? Who (among these) is Yajiiadatta?' He
says to him, 'He who is on the horse is Devadatta, he who is on the
footstool (is Yajiiadatta).' When this has been said, he determines
'this is Devadatta' and 'this is Yajiiadatta', because of the cause being
for the sake of the operation of that (main statement) caused. Now the
name Devadatta is not that of the horse or the footstool. What again is
the cause and what is that which is possessed of cause? The object
which is known is the cause, whereas that object which is unknown is
that which is operated on by a cause. And here pratyaya is not known,
while prakrti, upapada and upiidhi are known. Where? In the original
teaching of dhiitus (verbal roots) and of priitipadikas (crude bases).
Those which are known are used/employed as causes.
2.1

pradhiine kiiryasmppratyayiid vii siddham 11311

2.5

athavii pradhiine kiiryasaf!1pratyayo bhavati I kil!l ca pradhiinam I pratyaya~ I tadyathii I bahu$U yiitsu kascit kaf!1cit
prcchati ko yiititi I sa iiha riijeti I riijety ukte pradhiine kiirya- .
saf!1pratyiidya~ prcchati yasciica$ta ubhayo~ saf!1pratyayo
bhavati I ki1?1krtaf!1 puna~ priidhiinyam I
arthakrtam I yathii punar lake 'rthakrtaf!1 priidhiinyaf!1 sabdasyediinif!1 kil!l krtaf!1 priidhiinyam I yasyiipurvopadesa~ sa
pradhiinam I prakrtyupapadopiidhayas copadi${ii~ I kva I
dhiitupadde priitipadikopadese ca I yady eva nimittasya
nimittikiiryiirthatviidathiipi pradhiine kiiryasaf!1pratyayiit prakrtyupapadopiidhiniif!1 na bhavati vikiiriigamiiniif!1 tu priipnoti I
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hanasta ca (3.1.108) trapujatuna~ $Uk (4.3.138) iti I efe$iif!l hy
apurvapadesiit priidhiinyaf!l nimittinas caivaite I
Viirttika 3: Or else it is established, because in relation to the chief
thing, there is sure knowledge of the operation.
Bhii$ya: Or else there is sure knowledge of the operation in relation to
the chief thing. And what is the chief thing? Pratyaya. As for example,
when many are coming, someone asks someone else, "Who is going?"
He says 'The king'. When the reply is given as 'the king', then since
an operation is understood as pertaining to the principal, there exists
sure knowledge for both him who asks and him who answers. But on
what account is the pre-eminence? On account of purpose. As again,
in the world, pre-eminence is on account of purpose. On what account
is the pre-eminence of word? The pre-eminence of words consists in
not being previously taught. Whatever has not previously been taught,
that is predominant. Pralqti, upapada and upiidhi were previously
taught. Where? In the teaching (lists) of dhiitus and priitipadikas.
Whether it is "because of having for its purpose the operations of that
having 'that as its cause"' (elsewhere Viirttika) or whether it is
because an operation is understood to have reference only to that
which is most important, (the name pratyaya) is not applicable for
prakrti, upapada and upiidhi. but it does obtain for vikiira
(modification caused by pratyayas: substitutes etc. ) and iigamas
(augments). (As for example) in the rule hanas ta ca (3.1.108) ("After
the dhatu 'han' (kill), when in construction with a case-inflected word
as upapada and without an upasarga, the pratyaya kyap is added, in
denoting condition and 'ta' is the substitute of a final") and
trapujatuna~ $Uk (4.3.138) ("The pratyaya ar:z with the iigama
(augment) $Uk acts in the sense of its modification after the words
trapu and jatu. ") Since these (also) are not previously taught, there is
pre-eminence and they are operated on by a cause.
2.12 vikiiriigame$U ca paravijfiiiniit 11411
vikiiriigame$U ca paravijfiiiniit pratyayasaf!l}fiii na bhavi$yati I
pratyaya~ para bhavatity ucyate na ca vikiiriigamii~ pare
saf!lbhavanti I
2.15 kif!l puna~ kiirar:zaf!l samiine purvapadde pratyaya~ para
vikiiriigamii na pare!
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Viirttika 4: And in relation to vikiiras and iigamas also (the term
pratyaya does not apply) because of the understanding that pratyaya
is para (subsequent).

And in relation to vikiiras and iigamas, because of the
understanding para (subsequent) the technical term pratyaya will not
apply. It is said (3.1.2) that "a pratyaya is subsequent" (follows
pralq-ti), and vikiiras and agamas are not found to follow. But why is
it so? The state of 'not being previously taught' being common (to all),
the pratyaya follows, while the vikiiras and iigamas do not follow.
Bhii~ya:

2.16

~a~fhinirdi~fasya
~a~fhinird~farrz

ayo vidhiyate I

ca tadyuktatviit 11511

vikiiriigamayuktarrz

paficaminirdi~tiic.

ca praty-

Viirttika 5: And because the sixth case indication is connected with
those (vikiiras and iigamas).

That which is connected with the vikiiras and iigamas is
mentioned in the sixth case and the pratyaya is ordained after that
which is mentioned in the fifth case.

Bhii~ya:

2.19 pratyayavidhiiniinupapattis tu 11611
pratyayavidhis tu nopapadyate I kva I yatra vikiiriigamii vidhiyante I
2.20 hanasta ca I trapujatunol; ~ug iti I kirrz puna/; kiiraiJarrz na
sidhyati I
vikiiriigamayuktatviid apaficaminirdi~fatviic ca I
Viirttika 6: However, the ordaining of pratyaya is not justified.

The statement of the pratyaya rule, however, is not justified.
Where? Where vikiiras (substitutes etc.) and iigamas (augments) are
ordained. As in the rules 'hanas ta ca' (3.1.108) (in which vikiira is
shown in the siitra and not the pratyaya), and trapujatunol; ~uk
(4.3.138) (in which the iigama ~uk is shown but not the pratyaya aiJ).

Bhii~ya:
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But what is the reason? (The statement pratyaya for them is not valid,
because of being connected with vikiiras and iigamas and not being
mentioned in the fifth case).
2.22 tasmiit tatra paficaminirdesiit siddham 11711

tasmiit tatra paficaminirdesa~ kartavya~ I na kartavya~ I iha
tiivad dhanasta ceti dhiito~ (3.1.91) iti vartate I iha
trapujatuno~ $Ugiti priitipadikiid iti vartatel yady evaf!1 hanasta
cal
2.25 dhiito~ kyabbhavatiti dhiitumiitriit kyap priipnoti I nai$a do:ja~ I
iiciiryapravrttir jfiiipayati na dhiitumiitratkyab bhavatiti
yad ayam etistusiisvrdr}u:fa kyap (3. 1. 109) iti
3.1 pariga7Janaf!1 karoti I athavii hantim eviitra dhiitugraha7Jeniibhisaf!1bhantsyiima~ I hanasto bhavati dhiito~ kyabbhavatiti I
kasmiit I hanter iti I
Viirttika 7: Therefore it is justified there by the mention in the fifth
case.
Bhii$ya: 'Therefore, there (in the sfttra), mention in the fifth case
should be made'. It should not be made. Just here in this rule 'hanas
ta ca' (3.1.108) the word dhiito~ (3.1.191) ("after dhiitu") is present
(by anuvrtti). Here in the sfttra, "trapujatuno~ :fu/(' (4.3.138) exists
(by anuvrtti) the word priitipadikiit 'after a priitipadika' (from 4.1.1).
If that is the case then the sfttra becomes "hanasta ca dhiito~ kyab
bhavati". 'Ta is iidesa of the final of han and kyap acts after a dhiitu
and so kyap obtains after all dhiitus". This is not a fault. The usage of
the master (Pii7Jini himself) makes known (by jfiiipaka) that kyap is
not to act after all dhiitus because he makes a complete enumeration
by the sfttra 'eti stu siis vrdr}u:ja~ kyap' (3.1.109) "kyap acts after
dhiitus eti, stu, siis, vr, dr and jus". Or else we will here connect dhiitu
han alone with the word dhiitu, as 'hanasto bhavati': "For han there is
the iidesa" and 'dhiito~ kyap bhavati': "For "The pratyaya kyap acts
after a dhiitu" After which one?
After hanti.
3.3

arthiisrayatviid vii 11811
athaviirthiisraya~ pratyayavidhi~
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yati sa pratyayal} I
kirrz vaktavyam etat I na hi I katham anucyamiinarrz garrzsyate I
pratyaya iti mahatf sarrzjiiii kriyate I sarrzjiiii ca niima yato na
laghlyal} I kuta etat I
laghvartharrz hi sarrzjiiiikara~Jam I tatra mahatyiil} sarrz.jfiiiyiil}
kara7Ja etat prayojanam anvarthasarrzjiiii yathii vijfiiiyeta I
pratyiiyayatlti pratyayal}l yadi pratyiiyayatlti
pratyayo 'vikiidfniirrz pratyayasarrzjiiii na priipnoti Ina hi te
3.10 kirrzcit pratyiiyayanti I evarrz tarhi pratyiiyyate pratyaya iti I
evam api
saniidfniirrz na priipnoti I evarrz tarhy ubhayasiidhano 'yarrz
kartrsiidhanal} karmasiidhanas ca I
evam api kuta etat samiine 'purvopadde triipu~am jiitu~am ity
atriikiiras tam artharrz
sarrzpratyiiyayati na puna~ ~akiira iti I anyatriipy akiire7Ja
tasyiirthasya
vacaniin manyiimahe 'kiiras tam artharrz sarrzpratyiiyayati na
~akiira iti I
kviinyatra I bilviidibhyo '7J (4.3.136) bailva~ I
Viirttika 8: Or (the object of excluding the iidesas /substitutes and
iigamas/augments from the application to the name pratyaya) is
achieved because of resort to meaning.

Or else the rule 'pratyaya' is based on meaning. What causes
the meaning to be understood, [that] is pratyaya. Is this to be stated?
Not at all. How will it be understood without being stated? Pratyaya is
made a great technical name. A technical name is "that than which
nothing (else) is briefer". Why (do you say) this? It is for the purpose
of brevity that a technical name is formed. The purpose then of the
'great technical name' is that it should be known as a significant name. .
A pratyaya is that which (leads towards) i.e. causes one to recognise
or know. If a pratyaya causes one to recognise (meaning etc.) the
technical name pratyaya does not obtain for avi-ka and the rest.
For they (ka etc.) do not cause anything to be known. Well, then,
a pratyaya is that which is caused to be known. Then also (the term
pratyaya) does not obtain for 'san' and the rest. Well, then, this term
is derived with both factors as the meaning of the pratyaya, i.e. it is
expressive of both, expressive of the Agent (who causes to recognise
Bhii~ya:
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i.e. know the meaning) and expressive of the object (i.e. which caused
to be recognised or is made known).
Even then how is it that although (both the pratyaya and the
iigama) have in common the state of not previously being taught, in
the forms triipu~am andjiitu~am the letter 'a' (of the pratyaya) causes
the meaning to be understood but not the (iigama) letter'~'?
Elsewhere too, because of the expression of meaning by the letter 'a'
we know that the letter 'a' causes that meaning to be understood but
not the letter·~·. Where else? (In the sutra) bilviidibhyo 'lJ (4.3.136)
"al} pratyaya acts after the word bilva and the rest (in the sense of its
modification or its part)". E.g. bailva~ 'a modification or part of the
bilva tree, relating to or coming from the bilva tree, made of bilva
wood'.

NOTES ON MAHABHA$YA ON PA/fiNI 3.1.1

General Summary
Vii. 1: No prohibition need be stated of the term pratyaya applying to
prakrti, upapada or upiidhi when pratyaya is the governing rule.
Vii. 2: ... Because the cause is meant for that which is possessed of a cause
elsewhere.
Vii. 3: ... Or else it is established, because in relation to the chief thing there
is sure knowledge of the operation.
Vii. 4: And in relation to the vikiira and iigama also the term pratyaya
does not apply because of the understanding that pratyaya is para
(subsequent).
Vii. 5: ... And because the sixth case indication is connected with those
(vikiiras and iigamas).
Vii. 6: However, the ordaining of pratyaya is not justified.
Vii. 7: Therefore, it is justified there by the mention of the fifth case.
Vii. 8: Or else the rule pratyaya exists because of a need to resort to
meaning.
Bhii.: What causes meaning to be understood or what is caused to be
understood (with its base/prakrti) is pratyaya.

Viirttika Summary
"The technical name pratyaya governs as a technical name from this siitra
until the end of the fifth adhyaya." Kiityiiyana' s first viirttika deals with
the doubt as to whether the elements other than pratyaya, namely prakrti
(base) upapada and upiidhi, might receive the name and the operations
associated with pratyaya, and thus prohibition of it applying would have
to be specifically stated. This is not necessary. The second viirttika
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explains why. It is due to the natural distinction which does not have to be
prescribed, between the cause and that for which the cause(s) exists ...
seen in life too. Cause(s) and that caused complement each other with their
distinct functions. The third viirttika presents another natural distinction,
the pratyaya as principal and all other factors as secondary to it. Although
unknown, there is sure knowledge of the operation in relation to the chief
factor. However, this characteristic of being 'unknown' and principal
applies to vikiiras or iidesas and iigamas. Therefore, the fourth viirttika
states how they cannot receive the name pratyaya. It is because pratyayas
are understood always to be subsequent to the pra/q"ti. The sixth viirttika
points out the practical way this distinction is shown, namely through the
sixth case being attached to both vikiiras and iigamas. The natural
corollary is stated in the seventh viirttika, that the ordaining of the
pratyaya is inapplicable in the context of vikiiras and iigamas being
enjoined. However, the seventh viirttika shows how equally precisely it is
indicated where pratyaya is applicable; that is, where there is the fifth case
indicatiion, the pratyaya acts after that. Finally Kiityiiyana gives an
alternative way to distinguish pratyaya from prakrti etc. at the level of
meaning. In the last analysis it is the conveying of meaning that
distinguishes pratyaya from vikiiras etc. This Piil}ini implies by using a
word that means 'that which makes known'.
Bh~a

Summary

Patafijali introduces the first viirttika by illustrating the different functions
pra/q"ti etc. and stating the consequence of having the name pratyaya,
namely 'paratviinga ' technical name coming after the base etc. In the
second he gives a characteristically vivid worldly example to bring home
the universality of distinction between cause and that having a cause,
between name and that having a name. Devadatta is he who sits on the
horse, not the horse! A further most helpful distinction is added between
that which is known, prakrti etc. and that unknown yet to be revealed, i.e.
the pratyaya conveying the meaning. In explaining the third viirttika
Pataiijali brings alive the meaning with the example of many people
waiting to see the King and we hear echoes of Brhadiiral}yakopani$ad
4.3.37 "yathii riijiinamiiyiinyam ... ayam iigacchantiti ... idaf!Z brahma
iiyiiti" "Just as when a king is coming ... they say 'Here he comes', ... (the
elements say) 'Here comes Brahman'."
He further explains the nature of 'priidhiinam' as that not previously
taught. However, this does not serve to distinguish pratyaya from vikiiras
and iigamas, so the next three viirttikas are shown to be essential for that
purpose. Thus although vikiiras and iigamas are not previously taught,
they are not prescribed as being para (subsequent) (Vii. 4). In the bhii$ya
on viirttikas 3,6,7 and 8 he takes the sutras 'hanasta ca' (3.1.108) and
'trapujatuno~ $Uk' (4.3.138) as a typical pedagogical device to illustrate
the distinction between pratyaya and vikiiras and iigamas.
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In the bhii:fya on the seventh viirttika we also see the use of the
powerful tool of reasoning, the jiiiipaka, to show how kyap pratyaya
cannot be intended to act after all dhiitus. In his bhii:fya on the last viirttika
Pataiijali develops the discussion in such a way as to suggest that the
viirttika itself is a shorthand note representing the conclusion of the
discussion Pataiijali himself witnessed. In it he presents a solution to the
problem as to how pratyaya can be a term whose meaning is intelligible in
itself, applicable to pratyayas which cause meanings to be known and to
those whose meaning is held within prakrti which they simply reflect. The
pratyaya is thus either the agent instrumental in conveying meaning or the
object instrumental for the meaning, according to need.

Pradipa
1.2 adhikiire~Jeti/
"Pratyaya is formed with (the function of) a governing sutra."
Pataiijali (introduces the first viirttika by illustrating) different functions
prakrti etc. and stating the consequences of having the name pratyaya,
namely paratva afzga technical name etc.
This technical term pratyaya is formed with the function of a
governing/adhikiira sutra. The technical term obtains also for the
prakrti/base, upapada and upiidhi. A prohibition of that should be stated.
Examples of prakrti: 'san pratyaya acts after prakrtis gup tij and kit
(3.1.5)'.
However, if by another way the technical name is formed, by the
indication etc. of the very form of that having the name, then there would
be occasion for an unwarrantable stretch of the rule. (The meaning is)
when, however, a technical name is made with the function of a governing
rule, it is supposed to remove any possibility of needless multiplication of
causes/ cumbrousness etc., but then there is 'an unwarrantable stretch of
the rule/atiprasafzga'. However, in that context if all those elements
possessing the technical name were indicated with their own form then
there would be cumbrousness/gauravam.
Example of upapada (subordinate in a compound):
'Ac pratyaya acts after the dhiitus ram and jap when the sup/case
inflected upapadas stamba and kar~Ja are in composition with them
respectively' (3.2.13). "stamberamaiJ kar~Je}apaiJ"
Now if the sutra were framed as 'sap-pratyaya', resorting to a
pratyayiihiira beginning with the letters of san (3.1.5) until the p of kap
(5.4.151) the technical name (pratyaya) would be so ordained. Then due to
the possiblity of more than one letter p there would be doubt. Surely, even
if present in every rule due to the possibility of a division of the (implied)
sentence (namely the sutra), the technical name pratyaya will not be
applicable for prakrti and the rest. For so, one sentence (may be) "After
the dhiitu hr when the words drti and niitha are objects as dependent
words/upapadas, when the qualification/upiidhi is "the Agent as an
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animal", the pratyaya 'in' acts." (3.2.25)
Example of upiidhi (qualifying words):
"When the upadhi is agent as an animal, pratyaya in acts after the
dhatu hr (to take) the karman or object in composition as upapada
being the words drti and natha" (3.2.25).
[drtihari]J carrier of skin/dog; niithahari]J that carries the
master/beast.]
A second sentence (would be) "and the words harati, drti, natha and pasu
have the technical name pratyaya." And when being one sentence/
ekavakyata is possible, it is not proper there be division of the sentence.
This is not so. Even for san and the rest the technical name is in fact
to be ordained by a division of the sentence, for in the absence of those
possessing technical names, ordaining of technical names does not take
place. In that context by one sentence the rule is for san and the rest. By
the other for them there is the technical name (pratyaya) . Hence, just as
by a division of the sentence there is the technical name rule for san and
the rest, so due to the force of close proximity to the technical name
pratyaya to everything having a technical name, by the supplying of
another case/vibhaktii ending suitable. for understanding a connection
between the technical name and that possessing it, it (wrongly) obtains
even for prakrti (base) and the rest. In fact, in the sentence, for the arising
of san and the rest, first is understood their dependence on another
(namely pratyaya). However, in the second sentence teaching the
connection of the technical name with 'that possessing it, when connection
took place there would be 'the state of' i.e. it would have its own meaning
(peculiar to the base)', just as (in 3.1.92) by reason of dividing the
sentence (into two) due to its function as a governing sutra, the technical
name upapada is applicable for that indicated in the seventh case (3.1.92),
so (here too) the technical name pratyaya also obtains.
3.1.92 Here in this third book referring to dhatus the word implied in a
term exhibited in the seventh case is called upapada (dependent word).
1.4 upiidhisabdena
"Example of upiidhi (qualifying word as cause ofpratyaya)."
And here because of equal propriety, by the word upadhi is expressed.
qualification as well (as attribute). However, in some places the practice is
seen with a distinction between them both, as for example, "There exists
no attribute of an attribute or qualification of a qualification".
Sloka Varttika
"Upiidhi is an attribute of the meaning, which is (in) the same Case
relationship with the word as that which is to be expressed by what
(word) ends in that (pratyaya). A non-upadhi is what is other than
that. A qualification which is like slagha etc. (5.1.134)."
[Pratyaya vuii acts in the sense of action or nature thereof after a
family name when one boasts thereby.
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in Nyiiyaviirtikatatparyatikiiyiim ( Uddyota)]
Uddyota: In usage, in the context of different words to be known, that
word to be known as in the same case relationship to be expressed by the
word ending in the pratyaya, is the upiidhi. As in context of drtihari 'the
carrier of skin' (with pratyaya in) the dog (kartrfagent etc. is animal/pasu
(upiidhi), prohibition should be stated of these having the name pratyaya.
What would be (wrong) if these also had the technical name pratyaya?
The rules of parasca (pratyaya is subsequent) (3.1.2) and iidyudiitta (a
pratyaya has initial udiitta) (3.1.3) and the technical name miga (1.4.13)
would be applicable.
Viicaspatimisra~

1.5 kif!'l ca syiit
"And what would be (wrong if these also had the technical name
pratyaya)?"
For the fault is not only from the occurrence of the technical name but the
occurring of the operations which are the cause of that, and for prakrti and
the rest it is not possible for there to be any operation which is the cause of
that. Just by the mention of a particular limit, para (subsequent), it is in
fact applicable to san and the rest. And 'the nature of being subsequent' is
not employed with respect to gup and the rest and san and the rest
mutually because of (their functions) being opposed. 'Upapadasyiipi' Also
for an upapada (subordinate word in compound) when there is a
compound, by reason of the irregular placing of a word first in compound
it would be applicable because of which there is the absence of being
subsequent (paratva). 'Upiidherapi' Also for an upiidhi (limit or attribute).
Due to absence of restriction in popular usage of priority or posteriority,
and because of reiteration by the Siistra (or Grammar) of the established
nature of 'being subsequent' /paratva; further, due the absence of its
having the nature of being ordained by the sutra, but nevertheless being
reiterated, because of its nature of being an attribute/ upiidhi of the
meaning and because of the impossibility of paratva for it, there is
absence of paratva. Also initial udiitta will not be applicable due to the
accent being ordained each on its own account. Also the technical name
m1ga is not dependent on ordaining taking place but prakrti and the rest
are not ordained. Thus when they follow, the question is, Will that (name
aliga) be applicable for that and none other? (According to yiismiitpratyaya vidhis tadiidi pratyaye 'ligam 1.4.13).
paratvam iti
"(The rules of) parasca (a pratyaya is subsequent) etc. (would be
applicable)."
There would be the expectation of 'being subsequent', being mutually
applicable in turn for prakrti and pratyaya. Or else for the prakrti it would
be applicable with respect to another word but for the pratyaya it would
apply with regard to the prakrti.
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Also for the upapada - due to paratva having been barred by
'upasarjanam purvam' (2.2.30) there being scope of application in the
words riijapuru$a etc. paratva would be applicable (wrongly). The order
of the phrase 'bhoktum vrajati' (He goes to eat) would be invariable and
the (permitted alternative) 'vrajati bhoktum' however would not be
applicable, (if 'parasca' applied). Even for expressing the upiidhi
(attribute), when a lack of restriction on usage obtains, the restriction
'paras ca' 'and subsequent' would (wrongly) be applicable. Due to the
paribhii$ii statement "That which is a pratyaya, is subsequent/para". Also
having barred another accent, initial udiitta would be (wrongly) applicable.
1. 6 wigasaf!l}fieti
"And the technical name wiga (would be applicable)."
'Angasafijfieti' Surely the technical name aliga is dependent on (a
pratyaya being) ordained and here pralq-ti etc. are being ordained. This is
no fault: (1) Due to the ordaining of them also by the siistra and for the
purpose of the explanation of established words, and (2) Due to the
objection to being limited to the prior position by reason of 'being
subsequent' /para tva. Surely even when there is objection to the 'prior'
when there is paratva the 'tasmiit ... ' rule (fifth case signifies 'after that'
1.1.67) is not applicable so that the technical name aliga will not be
applicable. This needs to be (re)considered.
1.10 nimittasyeti Vii. 2.
" ... because the cause (is meant for that which is possessed of cause
elsewhere)." For the causes are indeed meant for the sake of those which
are possessed of cause.
Due to the indication of prakrti etc. with established/known vibhaktis
and because of being accepted as dependent on another, by reason of their
being the causes or' occasions, when 'there is arising of san and the rest
there is absence of being prompting agents in relation to their own correct
formation. This is the meaning. In that context even by the division of the
sentence (into two) the technical name pratyaya being ordained, is
connected with san etc, only, because of them alone having the nature of
possessing a cause and prompting agency in relation to that (prakrti), and
due to the indication of the suitable vibhakti (namely prathama/first) for
understanding connection with the technical name. Even when there exists
expectation mutually for the two (pratyaya and prakrti) the connection (of
technical name) is not applicable, so when there is expectation (of the
word to complete the sense) either way, as between 'Sitii and Riivana'. It
is stated that when there is expectation of a technical name to complete the
sense, because of the nature of pralq-ti and the rest as being distinguishers
and not having expectation of another word to complete their sense, there
is absence of connection with the technical name.
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1.11 kif!! punar iti
"But what (is the cause, and what is that which is possessed of cause)?"
Question: Due to the eternal nature of words the condition of cause and
that possessing a cause is (surely) not possible?
1.12 prakrtiti
"Prakrti (upapada and upiidhi are the causes ... , pratyaya possessed of
cause)."
Due to the establishing of teaching words by Siistrika device through the
indication with suitable vibhakti/case endings, there is (evident) the
condition of cause and that possessing a cause. This principle is seen
elsewhere. Where else? In the world: for example, when many are seated,
someone asks someone else 'Who among ... ?,
1.13 katara iti
"Who among these (is Yiijiiadatta)?"
The word katara is used in the specifying of one out of many due to
rejecting the upadhi/attribute (dvayol} of two) in the two sutras
'kimyattador-nirdhiirane dvayor ekasya fjatarac' (5.3.62) 'After the words
kim, yad, and tad, in specifying one out of two acts the pratyaya cjatarac
( = atara, with elision of the final im and ad)', and 'Vii bahuniim
jiitipariprasl}efjatamac' (5.3.93). 'The pratyaya fjatamac (= atama with
elision of the last syllable) acts after kim, yat, and tad, optionally, when the
aim is the specifying of one out of many, the question being one of caste.'
2.1 pradhiina iti Vii. 3
"(It is established because in relation to) the chief thing (there is sure
knowledge of the operation)."
The technical name pratyaya has regard to the chief thing, for being right
in its own sphere; not, however, because of its being dependent on another
(with regard to) a secondary thing/non-principal.
2. 4 kif!! krtamiti
"But on what account (is the pre-eminence)?"
Let there be pre-eminence for the king because of fixity of those
dependent on him; but the question is, How is that so here?
arthakrtam
"on account of purpose."
The meaning is made for a purpose.
2. 6 yasyiipurva iti
"(The pre-eminence of words consists in) not previously (being taught)."
The meaning is due to having that purpose. For it, in fact, there is preeminence over others.
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2.8 yady eveti
"whether it is (because of the cause having for its purpose the operations
of that having that as its cause) or whether it is because an operation is
understood to have reference only to that which is most important (the
name pratyaya) is not applicable for prafrrti, upapada and upiidhi but it
does obtain (for vikiiras and iigamas)."
Surely, those which are just vikiiras and agamas of the prakrti, though
entering into the prakrti, will not connect with a technical name like the
prakrti. However, those which are (substitutes and augments) of a
pratyaya are in fact denoted by that word mentioned (c.f. Pari. 89).
tanmadhyapatitastadgrahalJena grhyate (Pari. 89)
"(Any term) that may be employed (in grammar) denotes (not merely what
is actually denoted by it but denotes also whatever word form may result
when) something (is) inserted in that (which is actually denoted by it)."
Thus there is the undesired possibility that this is not so. This is not so.
Even when there is the (nature of connection with that) for Prafrrti, vikiiras
and ·iigamas because of its nature as prompting agent and being the
principal or chief thing, that alone would have the technical name. Even
when it is established there is 'the nature of being a part of that' for those
connected with pratyaya, there would in fact be a separate technical name
pratyaya because of its possible usefulness.
2.12 vikiiriigame:;v iti Vii. 4
"In relation to vikiiras and iigamas (also the term pratyaya does not
apply)."
'That which is subsequent is a pratyaya,' and 'vikiiras and iigamas are not
subsequent, therefore they will not have the technical term pratyaya
applicable (to them)'. It should not be explained thus. For the technical
name pratyaya is not the cause of para tva but paratva is the cause of the
technical name pratyaya. And so even in the absence of paratva the
technical name pratyaya is applicable for snam bahuc and akac. Therefore,
thus it is explained - due to the absence of any purpose, the technical
name pratyaya is not applicable for vikiiras and iigamas. For so, the effect
of the technical name pratyaya is the knowledge that it is 'para'
(subsequent), and that is not possible for them due to teaching by means of.
the sixth case 'connection in place of original'/sthiinamsambandha and
'connection as a part of the original'/avayavasambandha (respectively).
There is absence of initial udiitta because of the statement 'And there
should be anudiitta for iigamas'. The vikiiras, too, which have no vowels
do not partake in accent. However, those having vowels, due to being
antaranga (requiring fewer operations) at the time of application, are
endowed with the accent of the original/sthiinin. The technical name anga
too, being a cause of that (pratyaya), does not obtain for another. For that
is dependent on paratva being ordained with pratyaya. However, when
there is the existence of a purpose, as in the case of snam, even when it has
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the nature of iigama, the technical name pratyaya applies for the purpose
of the technical name being attached to the letters.
2.13 paravijfiiiniiditi
" ... because of the understanding para (subsequent) the technical name
pratyaya will not apply."
Fifth case here is in the sense of cause by 'vibhii~ii gul}e'striyiim (2.3 25)
(hetu paftcami) "The fifth vibhakti acts optionally when the niiman
expresses an attribute/ gw:za being the cause of an action, and not being in
the feminine gender". The result/ fruit also, because of its nature of being
prompter, is that it is called hetu (cause), as similarly 'he dwells (near)
because of study' (adhyayena, third case). Hence this is the meaning:
When there is the technical name pratyaya then the fruit is paratva and
that is not possible here. Thus because of the absence of a purpose the
technical name pratyaya will not be applicable.
2.14 ki1!1 punar iti
"But why is it so?"
The sense is 'let paratava in fact be (inapplicable but let) the purpose (be)
the technical name pratyaya.'
2.16 ~a~{hinirdi~{asyeti
" ... because the sixth case indication (is connected with vikiiras and
iigamas)."
The meaning is that, because of teaching the previously spoken about
connection, by means of the sixth case, due to incompatibility, there is
absence of paratva.
2.17 paftcaminird~fiic ceti
"(pratyaya is ordained) after that which is mentioned in the fifth case."
The meaning is that there is in fact no incompatability because when there
is indication in the fifth case there obtains in tum 'for the prior' and 'for
the subsequent' but by the sutra 'parasca'(3.1.2) paratva is fixed upon.
2.18 pratyyeti Vii. 6
"(The ordaining of) pratyaya (is not justified)."
The sense is: When there are indicators in the sixth case.
2.19 kveti
"Where?"
In the sutras 'giipo~tak' (3.2.8) "The pratyaya tak acts after the dhiitus gai
(to sing) and pii (to drink) when used without a preposition, and when the
karman (object) is in composition" etc. because of understanding the sixth
case in the sense 'connection as immediate succession' the pratyaya rule
(surely) is possible? Thus the question.
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'hanasta ceti' (3.1.108) "After the dhiitu han when in construction
with a sup/case inflected word as its upapada and when used without a
preposition, acts the pratyaya kyap in denoting condition and the letter 'i'
is the iidda for its final". (Here the vikiira is shown in the sutra and not
the pratyaya). The meaning is that the pratyaya rule is not possible, when
there is understanding of a connection between the original and the
substitute between the possessor of the augment and the augment, when
they are actually heard, because of the usage of a sentence (requiring it)
and because of the absence of another sentence.
2.23 ihatiivaditi
"Just here (in the rule 'hanasta ca' is present by anuvrtti)."
The meaning is that due to the force of the anuvrtti of prakrti and pratyaya,
even the pratyaya will be ordained, as also the vikiiras and iigamas.
2.24 yady evam iti

"If that is the case (then the sutra becomes ... )."

The sense is in the rule ordaining an iidda for dhiitu han, it is because of
the use of the vibhakti (to indicate the iidda) and because of 'dhiito~'
'after a dhiitu' not being qualified.

3.1 athaveti
"Or else (we will here connect dhiitu han alone here with dhiitu)."
The 'dhiitu' heard previously by indication (of being an adhikiira rule) is
drawn into hanti (dhiitu to kill), and now by a division of the sentence into
two parts, due to proximity, there is connection of hanti and the letter t
possible, and 'dhiitu' distinguishes or defines (the prakrti).
3.3 arthiisrayatviidveti Vii. 8
"Or else the rule pratyaya exists because of a need to resort to meaning."
The meaning is, by resorting to a technical name whose meaning is
intelligible in itself, because of ordaining it as being 'meaningful/
possessed of meaning', due to the vikiiras and iigamas being meaningless,
the technical name pratyaya is not applicable.
3.4 kif!1 vaktavyam
"Is this to be stated?"
Having thought thus 'By putting aside the previously accepted meaning
with its own form, 'the technical name words' are to express their own
nature as technical names, so pratyaya (etymologically means) 'the
causing to know' So is this to be stated?
3.5 mahatiti
"(Pratyaya is made) a great (technical name)."
Due the greatness (of size) of the word pratyaya its (etymological) use is
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inferred. Therefore that which causes to know is pratyaya. 'Greatness' (of
size of a term) is shown as applicable in another context (where
sarvaniiman 'name of all' is similarly) explained in the 'siirvadini sarvaniimiini' (1.1.27) sutra and from that in fact is to be ascertained
(as valid).
3.8 na hi ta iti
"For they (ka etc.) do not (cause anything to be known)."
By the methods of (the same and the different/anvayavyatireka, 1t 1s
ascertained that there is not expression of meaning for the pratyaya ka etc.
because even in the absence of that (ka) etc. there is understanding of the
meaning of that prakrti on its own. The sense is, there is not even, like
trap (comparative pratyaya) etc. any illuminating (indirectly or
secondarily) of the meaning. Although it is stated (in Pari. 113)
'anirdi!ftarthii~ pratyayii~ sviirthe' 'Pratyayas to which no meaning has
been assigned convey the meaning of the bases to which they are added',
their meaning is in fact only in the sense of the pralq-ti, that also is mere
fancy/imagination. When there is possession of meaning, the technical
name pratyaya should be applied. When thus it has been expressed in the
absence of that (meaning) it is not possible for there to be
'meaningfulness' for ka and the rest (simply) from the understanding that
they are sviirthe (conveying the meaning of their own pralq-ti). (I say mere
imagination) because of the difficulty of replying to what has been stated
(i.e. of showing it conveys any meaning at all).
3.9 pratyiiyyata iti
"(well thenpratyaya) is that which is caused to be known."
Due to the figurative use of the nature of that to be named, in the sense of
the name, thus it was stated. This is the meaning in that context: That
whose meaning is caused to be known by the pralq-ti, due to its meaning
being caused to be known, has applicable the technical name pratyaya
which is sviirthika, having its meaning being made known (by the pralq-ti).
3.9 evam apiti
"Then also (the termpratyaya does not obtain for san etc.)"
The sense is: For san etc., being ordained in the sense of 'desire' etc., do
not have their meaning made known by prakrti. (If it is said) the san after
gup etc. (3.1.5-6) has its meaning being made known by prakrti (then we
say) here is intended san in the sense of desire (3.1. 7).
3.10 evaf!l tarhiti
"Well then (this term is derived with both factors as the means of the
pratyaya)."
A word which is in fact one, due to being joined to more than one power is
placed at the head as a governing sutra, when accepted as having two
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reasons for use as a term. In that context in accord with possibility, by
resorting to the reason (applicable), there is occurrence of the technical
name pratyaya for san etc. and for ka etc.
'l}yantasya nipiitaniid aci l}iluk'
Due to nipiitana (being laid down irregularly) there is luk elision of the l}i
(causative) of that ending in l}i when ac (pratyaya) follows.
3.10 evam apiti
"Even then (how is it... the letter 'a' causes meaning to be understood (in
the form triipw;am andjiifu$am) not the iigama $)?"
This statement is made to deny meaningfulness for the iigama.
3.12 anyatriipi
"Elsewhere also (... we know that letter 'a' causes that meaning to be
understood)."
There is understanding of pratyaya as meaningful because of its use even
without the iigama. The meaning is, however, 'due to the agama not being
used without the pratyaya, by the method of (the same and the different, it
is ascertained that the iigama is not meaningful)'.

EXTRA NOTES
1.1 pratyaya is formed from: prati if} ac by {erac} (3.3.65)
(if} Dh.P. a. p. a. 1045 gatau). See introduction.
1.1

'Adhikiirel}a', see detailed note page 34.

1.2
Prapnoti, 'It obtains' (but is not desired). 'It results from a rule'.
Always used to indicate 'obtains or follows from a rule as valid but not
desired'.
1.2 Prakrti, see full note page 36.
1.2 Upapada, see full note page 37.
1.2

Upiidhi, see full note page 36, 38. Additional note on 3.2.25.

1.5 Paratvam, see 3.1.2. Adyudattatvam see 3.1.3.
1.6
Aligasaf!ljfiii, see 1.4.13, 'yasmiit pratyayavidhis tadiidi
pratyaye 'ligam'. "After whatsoever (be it dhiitu or priitipadika) a
pratyaya is enjoined that which begins therewith in the form in which it
appears in the presence of the pratyaya is called an aliga (uninflected
base)."
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Thus the presence of a pratyaya to be enjoined is the condition for
anything receiving the technical name anga.

1. 9 aprati~edhal}, useless prohibition; unnecessary prohibition.
c.f. 'anarthakal} prati~edhal} aprati:;edhal} bhii:;ya' 1.1.6/1.55.25 etc.
1.10 nimitta, Def. 'formal cause of a grammatical operation; (in Phil.)
instrumental or efficient cause (opp. to upiidiina the operative material
cause).
Veds. 40 c.f. 'nimittabhiive naimittikasyiibhaval}' Pari vyiidi S.D. Joshi
'conditioned form' P.3.3.l39, 5.1.38, 6.1.80, 6.3.39, 7.2.36.
Def. 'Operated on or influenced by a cause, having a cause or reason'.
TPrat. a pratyaya or iigama (augment) or iidda (substitute) taking place
on account of certain formal causes or nimittas.
c.f. 2.2.1 Vii. 32 (Only other reference outside this sutra).

1.12 anyatriipi cai:;a nyiiyodr~talJ
"This principle is also seen elsewhere."
The only occurrence of this whole phrase in the M.Bh. but the illustrative
example is typical.
1.14 nimittasya nimittakiiryiirthatviid...
Devadatta is equivalent to the pratyaya, that having a cause, the horse and
the footstool are equivalent to prakrti etc., the causes which are already
known, and serve to make known the as yet unknown Devadatta/pratyaya.
1.16 nirjfiiito 'rtho nimittam, The thing, the object or meaning which is
known is the meaning.
1.17 anirjiito 'rtho nimitti, That meaning or object which is unknown is
that having a cause or operated on by a cause.
1.18 dhiitupadde = Dhiitu-Piitha, 'original enunciation of dhiitus'.
'Upadesa iidyocciiral)am'
S.K. on 'upadese januniisika it' (1.3.2)
c.f. 'bhuviidayo dhiitaval}' (1. 3.1)
priitipadikopadese = gal)a-piitha
c.f. arthavad-adhiiturapratyayal} priitipadikam ( 1.2.45)
2.1
pradhiine, c.f. 'pradhiiniipradhiinayol} pradhiine kiiryasampratyayal}' Pari. 97.
"when of two. things one is more important than the other, an operation
(which is applicable to both) is understood to have reference only to that
which is more important."
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2.4
kiiryasampratyayiid "Because an operation is understood" ... or
right conception of (the grammatical operation); c.f. Bhii. 1.1.15/71.18
gaunamukhyayor mukhye kiiryasampratyayafJ etc.
2.12 vikiira see detailed note Part A
iigama see detailed note Part A
2.9
hanasta ca (3.1.108) see text.
trapujatunofJ $Uk (4. 3.138)
"The pratyaya alJ (by anuvrtii from 4.3.136) acts with the augment $Uk
(augmenting the final of the anga by 'iidyantau takitau' 1.1.46) in the
sense of its modification/ 'tasya vikiirafJ' 4.3.134 to give the forms
triipu$am 'made of tin' (Kad.) jiitu$am 'made of or covered with lac or
gum' (Go.Br.3.8.6).
2.12 paravijfiiiniit
"Because of understanding that (pratyaya) is subsequent."
Only occurrence of this compound in MBh ..
2.16 $a${inirdi${asya
"Because of the sixth case indication."
By '$a${i sthiine yogii' (1.1.49).
"The significance of the sixth case in the si:ttras is that of the phrase 'in the
place of' (when no other special rule qualifies the sense of the sixth case)."
Sthiine means 'where there is occasion for'. Hence the vikiira or iidda act
in place of the original or sthiinin when there is occasion for such a change;
similarly the iigamas (augments) augment that in the sixth case.
2.21 paficaminirdi${iic ca
"After that mentioned or indicated in the fifth case", by 'tasmiid ity
uttarasya' (1.1.67). "when there is indication of a term in the fifth case an
operation is (to be understood) in connection with that immediately
following (that in the fifth case)."
2. 2 5 iiciiryapravrttijfiiipayati
The master's (PiitJini's) usage. "The spiritual preceptor or teacher makes
known."
A designation usually given to PiilJini by Patafijali and with this phrase
indicates jfiiipaka (implied rule).
2.26 etistusiis, (3.1.109) see text.
3.1
abhisaf!1bhantyiimafJ, from abhi +sam + bandh
"We shall (require to) connect with." (Instr. Pat., or Ace.) c.f. 2.3.6
apavarge trtiyii
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3.3
arthiisrayatviid vii
"Or else because of resorting to meaning."
Only here, but bhii:;ya uses 'arthiisraya' 1.1.15/71.20 etc.
3.4
sampratyiiyayati sa pratyayalj
"What makes known or causes the meaning to be understood, that is
pratyaya", from sam + prati + 7Ji + il! gatau (to cause to be meant or
understood.)'
Contrast pratyiiyate '(A Pratyaya) is that which is caused to be known'.
Bhii 2.3.9 see Kaiyata.
3. 7
pratyiiyayatlti pratyayalj
"A pratyaya is that which (leads towards or) causes one to recognise or
know."
Caus. (with pass. pratyiiyyate) to lead towards i.e. cause to recognise or
acknowledge, convince (anyone of the truth of anything) Kiilid.
3.8
avikiidiniim
"(The technical name pratyaya does not obtain) for avika etc."
By 'avelj kalj' (5.4.28).
"The pratyaya ka acts after avi without changing the sense or in the sense
of its own prakrti (base)." sviyapralq-tyarthe = sviirthe
avilj m.f. a. sheep R. V.9. 78.1
avikalj m. a sheep PiilJ. 5.4.28
(ii) f. R. V.l.l26.7 A.V.20.129.17
3.9
pratyiiyyate
"A (pratyaya) is that which is caused to be known."
Passive of the causative of prati + i.
saniidiniil!l "(The term pratyaya does not obtain) for san etc. (because they
cause one to recognise or know the meaning but are not caused to be
known)."
'san' is derived by dhiitolj karma7Ja/j samiinakartrkiid icchiiyiim vii (3.1. 7)
"The pratyaya san optionally acts in the sense of desire after a dhiitu
expressing the object desired and having the same agent as the one
desiring."
It is this desire which san causes one to recognise/understand as in
cikir:;ati 'He desires to make.
3 .I 0 ubhayasiidhanayo 'yam kartrsiidhanalj karmasiidhanalj
"This term is effective for both, effective as a means for the agent and
effective as a means of action for the karman (object; i.e. in the passive
sense)."
i.e. derived in both senses; the pratyaya ac acting after prati + i conveys
both kartr and karman: pratyiiyayati and pratyiiyyate. In both the cases
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irregular 7Ji luk is redundant- see Kaiyata.
Kartrsadhanal;, (apratyaya) applied in the sense of l}yantasya the agent of
an activity: kartrsadhana, derived in the sense of kartr. Bhii 1.2.64/246.1
etc.
karmasiidhanal;, n. implement, means, articles essential for performing of
any religious act.
m.f.n. (apratyaya) prescribed in the sense of an object.
Contrasted with kartrsadhana or bhiivasiidhana.
karmasiidhanah, e.g. the pratyaya ki in the word vidhi by 'upasarge ghoh
kih' (3.3.92) (bhiive, kartari kiirake) explained as vidhiyate iti vidhi (or in
the word bhiiva by 'sri7Jibhuvo 'nupasarge' (3.3.24) (ghaii) explained as
bhiivayate yah sah bhiivah 1.1.15I144.13 etc.

3.11 triipu$am, 1. adj. tin. P.4.3.138 made of tin
2. silver Hare. 160
jiifu$am made of lac, gum. P.4.3.138 Go.Bh. 3.8.6 M.Bh. 1.151.2247.
bailvah = yupah 3.13 'biliididhyo 'n', ( 4.3.136)
"The pratyaya alJ (a) acts after bilva etc. in the sense of its modification or
part/tasya vikiirah,'' (4.3.!34).
Ait. Br. 2.1 T.S. 2.1.8.1.

DETAILED NOTES
1.2 adhikiiro 'yam I pratyayasabdah sanjiiiitveniidhikriyate I
ma bhii 2.1.2- adhikiire7Jeyaf!1 pratyayasaf!l}iiii kriyatel
with an adhikiira (function) this technical term pratyaya is formed.
Adhikara: m. authority, government, rule, administration,
jurisdiction; (in grammar) government; a governing rule (the
influence of which over any number of succeeding rules is
called anuvrtti 1. Here pratyaya' s influence extends for three
whole adhyayiis, much the largest adhikiira sutra in the
A$tiidhyiiyi, governing 1820 sutras. The word follows or is taken
as understood in every following rule after, to a particular limit.
adhikiirah pratiyogaf!l tasyii nirdesiirtha iti yoge upafi${hate I
"The adhikiira (antidote or remedy) for the sake of the direction
is present in every rule."
paribhii$ii punar eka sasthii sati sarvaf!l siistram abhijvalayati
pradipavat I P.2.1.1 M.Bh. 1.139.6
"But the paribhii$ii being in one place like a lamp enlightens or
illumines the whole siistra (here the A${iidhyiiyi)"
1

anuvrtti - continued course or influence of a preceding rule on what follows. Patafijali in M.
on 1.1.1.

Bh~ya
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See also Mahiibhiifjya on 1.3.11, 1.4.49 and 4.1.83.
The word or words which repeat in subsequent rules is (believed to
be) shown by Piil}ini's characterizing it with a svarita accent.
svariteniidhikiira~ 1. 3.11
"In the si:ttras, when a word is marked with a svarita accent, by
that an adhikiira is understood."
The word repeated in the following sutras is stated to be an adhikiira.
The Sabda Kaustabha defines adhikiira as:
ekatropiittasyiinyatra vyiipiira~ adhikiira~
"It appears in one place, its employment is elsewhere."
Sometimes the whole rule is repeated, e.g.pratyaya~ (3.1.1) migasya
(6.4.1) samiisiintii~ (5.4.68), while on some occasions a part only is
repeated. The repetition goes on up to a particular unit, which may be
stated, as in asiddhavadatriibhiiviit (6.4.22) priigrisvariinnipiitii~
(1.4.56).
Many times the limit is not stated by Piil}ini but is to be
understood by virtue of a counteracting word occurring later on. On
other occasions, the unit is defined by means of a convention
svaritatvapratijiiii declaration of the state of having a svarita accent
and therefore being adhikiira, by the ancient tradional interpreters
piil}ir}iyii~.

This adhikiirii or governance has influence of three kinds:

(1) adhikiiragati, by being valid or present in all the rules which

come under its sphere of influence, e.g. striyiim (4.1.3), migasya
(6.4.1).
(2) adhikiirakiirya, by showing additional properties, e.g. the word
apadiina being applied to cases where there is no actual separation, as
in siif!lkiisyakebhya~ piitaliputarakii abhirflpatarii~.
(3) adhikiirakiira by showing additional force such as setting aside
even subsequent rules if opposing c.f. Mahiibhiifjya on 1. 3.11.
Or it has its influence in three other ways:
( 1) Generally by proceeding ahead in subsequent rules like the stream
of a river, praviihavacciipi adhikiirastridhii matii~ II
(2) Sometimes by jumps like a frog, omitting a rule or more,
miil}cjukyaplutam eva I
(3) Rarely by proceeding backwards with a lion's glance,
sif!lhiivalokitaf!l caiva
C.f. viikyapadiya. 2. 79 pratipiidyefjU sapdef!U vyiikaral}aSiistrasyiidhikiira~ I
abhidheye 'rthe sabdasyiidhikiira~ II
c.f. Kiisikii on 3.1.1 "ii paiicamiidhyiiya parisamiipteryiinita urdhvam
anukramifjyiisa~ pratyayasaf!l}iiiiste veditavyii~ prakrtyupapadopiidhivikiiriigamiin varjayitvii"
rna bhii 3.1.1/2.1.2 sii prakrtyupapadopiidhiniim api priipnoti tasyii~
pratifjedho vaktavya~ I
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'That sal!ljfialtechnical name obtains also for prakrti, upapada and
upadhi. A prohibition should be stated of that."
prakrti I guptijkidabhyafJ san (3.1.5)
The pratyaya san acts after (the dhatus called prakrti = base)
gup tij and kid.
Prakrti c.f. making or placing before or at first, the original or
primary substance; (in grammar) the crude or elementary form
of a word, base, root, an uninflected word.
(1) material cause c.f. "tadarthal!l vikatefJ prakrtau"
prakrterupadanakara7Jal!l tasyaiva uttaram avasthantaraf!l
vikrtifJ I ka 5.1.12
"After a word signifying product or modification of the
primitive/original, the pratyaya cha (= iya) acts in the sense of
the elementary or primitive form (useful) for the purpose of
that." (E.g. mimariya7Ji ka!ftilni 'wood serviceable for making
charcoal'.) Prakrti is material cause, vikrti is produced from
taking the form of the elementary or primitive, a laterstage of
development of that.
(2) Original as opposed to modified vikrti. The original base of a
word which is used in language by the addition of pratyayas.
There are three kinds mentioned: dhatu, pratipadika, miga (Pa7Jini's
term for prakrti.)
1. 3 srngaraprakasafJ sastraprakriyavyavahare prakrtipratyayavibhagavat panaya sabdarthabhavanaya pratyayat prathamam
anupadanakarad7Jam iva ya upadiyate tal!l prakrtir iti
vyapadisanti II
"By means of the fiction of a separation between prakrti/base
and pratyaya/affix in the usage/works of the sastra (especially
grammar) when meditating on the meaning of words as it were,
the first material cause (arising) from the pratyaya which is
received, that is prakrti." So they teach.
M.Bh. on Siva sutra rfk
apasabdo hyasya prakrtifJ Ina capasabdaiJ prakrtifJ I
na hy apasabda upadisyate na canupadi!ftil prakrtir asti I
"For the original/prakrti word is itself a bad word. No bad word
can ever be the original or prakrti. As 'bad-words' are never
taught/enunciated, and untaught words can never be called
prakrti (original)."
krtprakrtirdhatuiJ Ma Bha 6.2.239 Va. 2
"The original of the 'krt' (ending word) is the dhatu."
(c.f. P.1.4.1 09) ''para~} saf!lnikar!faSaf!lhita" I padaprakrtifJ
saf!lhita I
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padaprakrtini sarvacaral}iiniim piir:;adiini ;2 Nirukta 1.17
"Sal!lhitii is the closest conjunction by means of a euphonic
combination" (Piil}ini 1.4.109). (Sal!lhitii is based on the
'original' form of words) (= R.P. 3.105 except the order of
words reversed). The phonetic treatises of all schools are based
on the original form of words."
M.Bh. 3.1.111.3
1.3 upapada/ stambakarl}ayo ramijapo~ (3.2.13)
"The pratyaya ac acts after the dhiitu ram (to sport) andjap (to
whisper) when the sup/case pratyaya ending words/upapadas
stamba (clump of grass) and karl}a (ear) are in composition with
them respectively."
Upapada: n. a word standing near or accompanying another to which
it is subordinate (either a subordinate word in a compound (but
not in a bahuvrihi compound), generally forming the first
member; as a discriminative appellation at the end of proper
names, as varman, sarman etc. or a preposition, particle etc.
prefixed to a verb or noun, or a secondary word of any kind
which is governed by or limits the general idea contained in the
principal word. P.3.1.92 etc. V. Priit...
In Piil}ini's grammar the term upapada is applied to such words as
are put in the locative case/adhikaral}a in his rules prescribing Jq-t
pratyayas from 3.1.90 to 3.4 end.
1.3 c.f. tatropapadal!l saptamistham (3.1.92)
"There (in the third adhyiiya governed by dhiito~ 3.1.91 the
word implied by a term exhibited in the seventh/adhikaral}a
kiiraka/case is called upapada (subordinate in a compound)."
e.g. karmal}i in karmal}yam 3.2.1
"The pratyaya GlJ acts after a dhiitu when the karman/object is in
composition with it."
(kumbhal!l karoti)
kumbhakiira~
kumbham karoti = kumbha-kiira~ ('He makes a pot'. The
upapada or subordinate word is kumbha (pot)) as karman. The
dhiitu kr takes GlJ to form kiira (He makes.)
The word is also used in the sense of an adjoining word connected in
sense, e.g.,
yu:;madyupapade samiiniidhikaral}e sthiininy api madhyama~ I
1.4.105
"When the sarvaniima (pronoun) yu:;mad understood or expressed is
the adjoining attendant word in agreement with the verb then there is

2
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the tin praryaya/verbal termination of the middle/second person."
as also - prahiise ca manyopapade manyateruttama ekavaccal
1.4.106
"When joke is implied in relation to the action, the dhiitu/verb
denoting this is used in the middle/second person only when the word
manya (to think) is the adjoining/attendant word of such a verb and
the praryaya of the dhiitu manya must be of the uttama/best - first
person singular."
c.f. also Kiisika on tumu7J1JVulau kriyiiyii kriyiirthiiyiim 3.3.10
kriyiirthiiyiif!l kriyiiyiim upapade dhiitor bhavi~yati kiile tumunlJVUlau bhavata/:1 I
"The praryaya tumun and TJVUI act after a dhiitu in the sense of a
future time when the word in the construction/upapada is (another)
verb denoting an action performed for the sake of (future) action."
c.f. also iteratariinyo 'nyopapadiicca 1.3.16
"And after the verbs which take the words itaretara (each other) and
anyonya (one another) as upapada (dependent qualifying words) the
iitmanepada praryayas are not used, though reciprocity of action be
denoted."
mithyopapadiit krno 'bhyiise I. 3. 71
"After the causative kr (to do, make) the iitmanepada is used when it
has the word mithya (incorrect) as an upapada (dependent word) and
is employed in the sense of repeated wrong (utterance) even when the
fruit of the action does not accrue to the agent." e.g. padaf!l mithyii
kiirayati "He repeatedly pronounces the word with the wrong
accent."
upapadamatin 2.2.19
"An upapada (or attendant word) which does not end with a tin
praryaya/tense affix (3.4. 78) is invariably compounded with that with
which it is in construction. The compound thus formed is tatpuru~a.
e.g. kumbhakiira/:1 'one who makes pots'.
harater drtiniithayo/:1 pasau I 3.2.25
"When (the qualification is 'an animal as agent') the praryaya iTJ acts
after the dhiitu hr (to take), the upapadas, (objects in composition
with it) being the words drti (leather bag) and niitha (master)."
drtihari/:1 dog (carrier of skin).
niithahari/:1 (that carries its master) a beast.
gatikiirakopapadiitkrt I 6. 2.13 9
"In a tatpuru~a, a word ending in a krt praryaya preserves its original
accent, when preceded by an indeclinable called gati (1.4.60) or a
noun standing in (intimate) relation to a verb (kiiraka) or any word
which gives occasion for compounding (upapada)."

Upildhi: m. that which is put in the place of another thing, substitute;
(R.) that which may be taken or has the name or appearance of
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another, appearance, disgrace, anything defining more closely,
attribute, limitation, qualification.
Ma.Bhii. upadesejanuniisika it 1.3.2
na hi upiidherupiidhirmavati, vise:fal}asya vii vise:fal}am
"For there is not an .attribute of an attribute, or a qualification of a
space."
vikiira I iigama- Ma Bhii 3.1.1 vii 4
2.12 vikiiriigame:fu ca parijfiiitiit I 4
vikiiriigame:fu ca parivijfiiiniit pratyayasaf!Zjfiii na bhavi:fyati I
"The technical term pratyaya will not be applicable to vikiira
(modifying words) or iigamas (augments) because of the
understanding that apratyaya always follows (the base)."

Vikiira: m. change of form or names, alteration or deviation from a
natural state, transformation, modification, derivative of a word;
Nir., modification of word base or a pratyaya caused generally
by the addition of pratyayas.
c. f. prakrteravasthiintaraf!Z vikiiral:t kii on 4.3.134 tasya vikiiraJ:t I
Vikiira (means) 'the change of condition of the original'. So a
pratyaya acts after a word in the sixth case in construction, in the
sense 'a modification thereof' (tasya vikiira).
e.g. (manin) asmano vikiiraJ:t = iisamanaJ:t 'stony'' modification of
stone,
c.f. also lopiigamii varl}avikiirajfio hi samyagvediin paripiilayi:fyati
Ma.Bhii iihnika 1
"For a man will be able to preserve the Vedas if he knows (the
technical) elision of letters, addition of letters and changes of letters
(in the process of the formation of words)", i.e. often iidda/
substitute.
M.Bh. 3.1.1/2.2.9 Example.
Hanasta ca 3.1.108 - "After the dhiitu han (to kill) when in
construction with a case-inflected word as its upapada without
upasarga acts the pratyaya kyap denoting condition and t is the
substitute/vikiira of its final."
Agama: m. arrival, appearance, acquisition of knowledge, traditional
doctrine, handed down or fixed by tradition, addition.
Nir. 1.4 yasyiigamiidarthaprthaktvam iha vijfiiiyate
"(A conjunctive particle is) that by whose addition separateness
of notions is indeed recognised," a grammatical augment, a
meaningless syllable inserted in any part of a radical word.
Priit. P iil}.
An adventitious word element, hence it differs from iidda, the
substitute which wholly takes the place of the original (or iidesin).
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Out of the several iigamas mentioned by Piil}ini those that are marked
with a mute t are prefixed, those that are marked with k are suffixed
(iidyantau takitau 1.1.43), while those marked with m are placed
immediately after the last vowel of the word (midaco 'nyiitpara}J
1.1.47).

The augments become part and parcel of the word to which they
are added, and the characteristics of which they possess.
yadiigamiis tadgul}ibhiitiis tadgrahal}ena grhyante pari 11

"That to which an augment is added denotes, because the augment
forms part of it, (not merely itself but it denotes also) what results
from its combination with that augment."
iigamiiniif!l I iigamibhir vaisi:jtyam pari 11

"For the augment there is endowment with the distinguishing
property or attributes of the base to which the augment is added."
Those grammarians who hold the view that words are
unproduced and eternal explain the addition of an augment as only
the 'substitution of a word with an augment in the place of a word
without an augment.'
c.f. iidesiistarhime bhavi:jyanti aniigamakiiniif!l siigamakii}J
Ma.Bhii 1.1.1. diidhii ghvadiip 1.1.20. iidyantau takitau 1.1.46.
The term iigama is defined as:
anyatra vidyamiinastu yo varl}a}J sruyate dhika}J I
iigamyamiinatulyatviitsa iigama iti smrti}J I Comm. on Tai priiti 1.2.3

"But that letter existing elsewhere which is heard as an addition,
because of being equal to that which is come near, is remembered as
iigama."
Ma.Bhii 3.1.112.2.9 Example: trapujatuno}J !fUk 4.3.138
'The pratyaya al} with the augment !fUk acts in the sense of its
modification after the words trapu and jatu.'

paraS ca //3/1/211
3.15 kim artham idam ucyate I para yatha syat purvo ma bhuditi I
naitad asti prayojanam I yam icchati purvam aha tam I vibha~a
supo bahucpurastattu (5.3.68) iti I madhye tarhi ma bhuditi I
madhye 'pi yam icchaty aha tam I avyayasarvanamnam
akacprak te~ (5. 3. 71)
iti I ya idanim ato 'nya~ pratyaya~ se~a~ so 'ntare7Ja vacanalJ1
para eva
bhavi~yatiti nartha~ paravacanena II evam api ye~am eva
pratyyanalJ1 deso niyamyate ta eva niyatadesa~ syur ya idanim
aniyata-desa~ sa
3.20 kadacit purva~ kadacit para~ kadacin madhye syat I tadyatha I
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miitur vatsa~ kadiicid agrata~ kadiicit pr~thata~ kadiicit
piidvato bhavatil
para eva yathii syiid ity evam artha1?1 paravacanam II
Pii!Jini 3.1.2: 'And (apratyaya) is subsequent.'

Why is this said? So that (a pratyaya) should follow and not
be prior. That is not the purpose. That which he desires to be 'prior'
he states that to be such vibhii~ii sup bahuc purastiit tu (5.3.68) "To a
declined noun is optionally (rarely) added the pratyaya 'bahuc' (bahu)
but it stands before(when the sense is slight incompleteness)".
Then (this rule is stated) so that it should not be in the middle. Also
that which he desires (to be) in the middle he states as such. 'avyaya
sarvaniimniim akac priilqe~' (5. 3. 71) "The pratyaya akac is added to
an indeclinable and to a pronominal, before the last vowel of those
words; (in the sense of Priigivfya pratyayas 5.3.27-95)". Now, any
other pratyaya than that, (i.e. the remainder), will be applicable only
as following, without the rule (paras ca). (So) there is no purpose in
the statement para.
Even if it is so for those pratyayas whose place is fixed (by rule)
that they alone would have fixed positions, that which has no fixed
place is sometimes prior, sometimes follows and sometimes would be
in the middle. That is like a calf, sometimes in front of his mother,
sometimes behind and sometimes at her side. In fact, the reason for
the para (subsequent) rule is so that (the pratyaya) should be only
subsequent.
Bhii~ya:

3.23 paravacanam anarthaka1?1 paiicamfnirdi~!iid dhi parasya Ill//

4.1

paragrahaJJam anarthakam I ki1?1 kiira!Jam I paiicamfnirdi~!iid
dhiparasya
kiiryam ucyate I tad yathii I dvyantarupasargebhyo 'pa it (6.3.
97) iti.
vi~ama upanyiisa~/ satas tatra parasya kiiryam ucyate
ihediinii1?1 kasya sata~
parasya kiirya1?1 bhavitum arhati I ihiipi sata eva I katham I
paratva1?1
sviibhiivikam I atha viicanike paratve satyartha~ syiit paragrahaJJena I
viicanike ca niirtha~ I etad dhi tatparasya kiirya7?1 yad asau
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syfit I
4. 5 athavfi yad asya parasya sa tal} saJ?1}fifi syfit II
yatra tarhi paficami nfisti tadartham ayaJ?'l yoga vaktavyal} I
kva ca paficami nfisti I yatra vikiirfigamiil} si$yante I kva ca
vikiirfigamiil} .Si$yante I hanasta ca (3.1.108) trapujatunol}
$Uk(4.3.138) itil
Viirttika 1: The statement of para (subsequent) is pointless, because
the operation in connection with para is indicated by the fifth case.
para~}

Bhfi$ya: The mention of 'para' (subsequent) is pointless. What is the
reason? Because (the operation for that which follows) is indicated by
the fifth case. As (for example) in the sutra dvyantar upasargebhyo 'pa it (6.3.97). "Long i is the substitute of ap after dvi, antar and
an upasarga". The statement is inaccurate. There (in that siitra) the
operation is taught (i.e. laid down) with reference to an existing
(word) which follows. But here now (when enjoining all pratyayas as
subsequent/para) in place of what following existing element is it
possible for there to be an operation? Here, too, only of one existing.
How? Being subsequent is natural (for a pratyaya). Now, when
subsequent nature is expressly stated, let the meaning be applicable by
means of a specific mention of the word para (subsequent). But there
is no purpose (in reading paras ca 3.1.2) if the (subsequent nature of a
pratyaya) has to be expressly stated. This (statement) "That it should
follow" is in fact the operation for that which follows. Or else that
"the technical name pratyaya should be (given to that) which follows"
(is the operation for that which follows). Then this rule should be
stated for such cases where the fifth case does not occur, and where
does not the fifth case occur? Where vikiiras (substitutes) and figamas
(augments) are taught. And where are vikiiras and figamas taught? In
hanasta ca (3.1.108) and trapujatunol} $Uk (4.3.138).
vikiirfigame$U coktam I121I
4.10 kim uktam I pratyayavidhiinfinupapattis tu tasmfit tatra
paficaminirdesfit siddham iti II
Viirttika 2: And it was stated 'in connection with vikiiras and
figamas'.
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Bhii~ya: What was stated? The ordaining of (the technical name)
pratyaya is, however, not justified in connection with vikiiras and
iigamas. Therefore (the technical name pratyaya) is established as
valid by mention of the fifth case (3.1.1 Vii. 6-7).

4.3

atyantiiparaddr~tiiniif?1
atyantiiparaddr~tiiniif?1

vii parabhutalopiirtham 11311
tarhi parabhutalopiirthaf?1 paragraha-

7Jaf?1 kartavyam I
ya ete 'tyantiiparadr~tiil} kvibiidayo lupyante te~iif?1 parabhutiiniif?1 lopo
yathii syiid aparabhutiiniif?1 mii bhut I kif?1 punar atyantiiparadr~tiiniif?1

4.15 parabhutalopavacane prayojanam I kiti 7Jititi kiiryiilJi yathii
syur iti I
etad api niisti prayojanam I iiciiryapravrttir jfiiipayatyatyantiiparadr~tiiparabhutii

lupyanta iti yad ayaf?1 te~u kiidinanubandhiiniiniisajati I kathaf?1
krtvii jfiiipakam I anubandhiisafijana etatprayojanaf?1 kiti 7Jititi
kiiryii7Ji yathii syur iti I
yadi ciitriityantiiparadr~tiil; parabhutii lupyante
tato 'nubandhiisafijanam arthavad bhavati I
Viirttika3: Or (para rule) is for the purpose of the elision of those
subsequent (pratyayas) which are completely unseen as 'subsequent'.

The mention of para should be made so that the elision (will
be prescribed) for those pratyayas which become subsequent (because
of the specific mention) and which are completely unseen as
subsequent. These kvip and the rest which are completely unseen are
elided; (the mention of para) is so that they should be elided as
subsequent and not as non-subsequent. But what is the purpose of the
statement 'elision/lopa for these made subsequent?' Which are
completely unseen as subsequent? (The purpose is) that the operations
(which take place) when (pratyayas possessed of) it k and it il follow
be (applicable). This is also not a purpose. The master's usage makes
it known that those which are completely unseen, which have become
subsequent, are elided, since to those he attaches the indicatory letters
k and the rest. How is this indicated as an implied rule/jfiiipaka? This
Bhii~ya:
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is the purpose when indicatory letters are attached, that the operations,
when it k or it Ji follows, be applicable. And if here those which are
completely unseen are elided as existing subsequent, then the
attaching of indicatory letters becomes meaningful.
prayoganiyamiirthaf!l vii 11411
4.20 prayoganiyamiirthaf!l tarhi paragraha!Jaf!l kartavyam I parabhutiiniif!l prayogo
yathii syiid aparabhutiiniif!l mii bhud iti I asti punal} kif!lcid
ani$!af!l
drsyate yadartho niyamal} syiit I astfty aha I
Viirttika 4: Or the (para rule) is for the purpose of a general rule
restricting the use (of the term pratyaya).
Bhii$ya: Then the mention of para should be made for the purpose of
a general rule restricting use (of the term pratyaya), so that the use of
the pratyayas should be subsequent and not non-subsequent. But is
there something undesired seen for which purpose there would be a
restriction? 'There is,' he states:
prakrterarthiibhidhiine pratyayiidarsaniit 11511
prakrtirthiibhidhiine 'pratyayikii drsyate I kva sa devadattal}
kvasa
4.25 yajiiadatto babhrurmaJJtfurlamaka I biibhravyo miiJJtfavyo
liimakiiyana iti
prayoktavye babhrurmaJJtfurlamaka iti prayujyate I
Viirttika 5: (The restriction with reference to use should be made)
because (of the example of) pratyaya not being seen when the
meaning of the base (prakrti) is expressed (by the prakrti itself).
Bhii$ya: The base is seen expressing a meaning (in the language)
without a pratyaya. (e.g.) Where is that (son of) Devadatta? Where
that (son of) Yajiiadatta? (Where) Babhrur (gotra descendant of
Babhrur)? (Where is) Ma7Jtfur (gotra descendant of Ma!Jtfu)? Or
(where is) Lamaka (gotra descendant of Lamaka)? When (the forms)
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Biibhravya}J (yafi), Mii!Jc}avya}J (yafi), and Liimakiiyana}J (phak)
should be used, Babhrur, Ma!JcJur and Lamaka}J are (in fact) used.
5.1

dvayasajiidfniif!1 ca kevaladr$tatviit 11611
dvayasajiidfniif!1 ca kevaliiniiJ?1 prayogo drsyate I kimasya
dvayasam kim asya miitram I kiidya tithfti I dvayasiidayo vai I
vrttijasadrsii avrttiJii yathii bahustathii II

Viirttika 6: And because dvayasac and the rest are seen (to be used)
·alone.
Bhii$ya: And the usage is seen (to occur in the language) of dvayasac
and the rest alone (without prakrti) (e.g.) kimasya miitram. What is its
dvayasa/measure? kiidya tithi. What number day is it today? Verily
dvayasa and the rest are like those produced from compounded form
(complex formation) (though they are) not produced from a
compounded form as bahu (can optionally be).
viivacane ciinutpatyartham I17II
5.5

viivacane viinutpattyartham paragraha1Jaf!1 kartavyam I vavacaneniinutpattir api
yathii syiit I atha kriyamii!Je 'pi vai paragraha!Je katham iva
viivacaneniinutpattir labhyii I kriyamii!Je paragraha!Je viivacanena vii para
ity etadabhisaJ?1badhyate I akriyamii!Je puna}J paragraha!Je
vavacanena
kim anyac chakyam abhisaJ?1banddhum anyadatta}J saJ?1}fiiiyii}J I
na ca saf!1}fiiiyii
bhiiviibhiiviivi$yete I

Viirttika 7: And when there is the expression by the word vii
'optionally' (it is) for the purpose of non-production (of the san etc.).
Bhii$ya: Moreover, the mention of para should be made when the
expression vii is used for the sake of non-production (of San etc.) Para
should be mentioned so that by reason of the mention of vii the nonproduction will also be there. Now, even when the mention of para is
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being made, how is it that by reason of the expression va nonproduction (of the rule for San etc.) is obtained? When the mention of
para is being made, the expression va para is connected. But when
the mention of para is not being made, what else is it possible to
connect by reason of the expression va other than the technical name
(pratyaya)? And it is not desired that there be existence or nonexistence of a technical name (i.e. optionally).

vavacane coktam 11811
5.10 kim uktam I vavacananarthakya1?7 ca tatra nityatvat sana iti II
prayoganiyamartham eva tarhi paragraha-,:za1?1 kartavyam I
athaitasmin prayoganiyamarthe sati kimaya1?7 pratyayaniyama~ I prakrtipara eva
pratyaya~

prayoktavyo 'prakrtiparo neti I ahosvit prakrtiniyama~ I
pratyayaparaiva prakrti~ prayoktavya 'pratyayapara neti I kas
ciitra vise$ a~ I
Varttika 8: And it was stated where there is the expression of va
(option).
Bhii$ya: What was said? "And the word va has no purpose there
because of san being always applicable". Then the mention of para
should be made only for the purpose of restricting usage. But when
this mention of para exists for the purpose of restricting usage, is this
a restriction on pratyaya? (Does it mean) that a pratyaya is to be used
only following a prakrti and not (to be used if) not following a
prakrti? Or else is it a restriction on prakrti? Does it mean that a
prakrti is to be employed only when a pratyaya is following and not
without a pratyaya following? What is the difference here?
5.15 tatra pratyayaniyame prakrtiniyamabhiiva~ I191I
tatra pratyayaniyame sati prakrter niyamo na prapnoti I
apratyayikaya~ prakrte~ prayoga~ prapnoti I kva sa devadatta~
kvasa
yajfiadatto babhrur ma-,:zcfurlamaka iti II astu tarhi prakrtiniyama~l
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Varttika 9: When there is restriction on the pratyaya, there is absence
of restriction on the prakrti.

When there is restriction on the pratyaya, there does not
obtain a restriction of the prakrti. The usage obtains of the prakrti
without a pratyaya, (e.g.) Where is that Devadatta? Where is that
Yajfiadatta? Babhru, Mar:ufu, and Lamaka? Let there be then a
restriction on the prakrti.
Bha~ya:

prakrtiniyame pratyayaniyama~ //10//
5.20 prakrtiniyame sati pratyayasya niyamo na prapnoti I kim asya
dvayasam kim asya matram kadya tithiti I aprakrtikasya
pratyayasya
prayoga~ prapnoti II
Varttika 10: When there is the restriction on the prakrti, there is no
restriction on the pratyaya.
Bha~ya: When there is the restriction on the prakrti, restriction of the
pratyaya does not obtain [e.g.] What is its height? What its measure?
and What is the tithi/lunar day today? The usage obtains of a pratyaya
without its prakrti.

5.22 siddhaf!Z tubhayaniyamat 111111

6.1

siddham etat/ katham ubhayaniyamat I ubhayanimo 'yam I
prakrtipara eva pratyaya~ prayoktavya~ pratyayaparaiva ca
prakrtir iti II
kif!l vaktavyam etat Ina hi I katham anucyamanaJ!l gaf!Zsyate I
paragraha!Jasamarthyat I antare7Japi paragraha!Jaf!l syad ayaf!l
para~/

para eva yatha syad ity evam arthaf!l paragraha!Jam II
Varttika 11: But it is established from both restrictions.
Bha~ya:

But it is established from both restrictions.This is established.
How? Because of the restriction of both. This is a restriction on both
- "a pratyaya is to be used only following a prakrti and prakrti (is to
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be used) only having a pratyaya following". Should this be stated?
Not at all. How will this be understood without being expressed? By
the force of the mention of para. Even without the force of specific
mention of para this (pratyaya) will be subsequent. The mention of
para is for the sake of conveying that (the pratyaya) will be para i.e.
'subsequent' only.

NOTES ON MAHABHA$YA ON PAlyiNI 3.1.2

General Summary
concludes 'So that the pratyaya should only be subsequent is in
fact the reason for the para (subsequent) rule.
Vii. 1: The statement of para is pointless because operations in connection
with 'being subsequent/para' are indicated by the fifth case.
Vii. 2: It was stated in connection with vikiiras and iigamas that the
technical name pratyaya is not justified.
Bhii.: Therefore, pratyaya is established as valid by mention of the fifth
case.
Vii. 3: Or the para rule is for the purpose of the elision of those subsequent
pratyayas which are completely unseen as subsequent.
Vii. 4: Or else the para rule is for the purpose of being a general rule
restricting the use of the term pratyaya.
Vii. 5: The restriction with reference to use should be made because of
examples of pratyayas not being seen when the meaning of the
prakrti is expressed by the prakrti itself.
Vii. 6: ... And because dvayasac and the rest are seen to be used alone.
Vii. 7: And when (mention is made of the para when) there is expression
of the word vii (optionally) it is for the purpose of the non-production
of san etc.
Vii. 8: And it was stated that the expression of vii has no purpose there
because of san always being applicable.
Vii. 9: When there is restriction on pratyaya there is absence of restriction
onprakrti.
Vii. 10 : When there is restriction on the prakrti there is no restriction on
the pratyaya.
Vii. 11: But it is established because of both restrictions.
Bhii.: 'A pratyaya is to be used only following a prakrti and a prakrti is to
be used only having a pratyaya following.'
Bhii~ya

Viirttika Summary
The Viirttikakiira begins by pointing out that the sense of a pratyaya
always having to be subsequent/para to the prakrti has already been
conveyed as the meaning of the fifth case by 'tasmad ity uttarasya'
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(1.1.67).
In the second Viirttika Kiityiiyana points out that the function of the
rule cannot be to distinguish pratyaya from vikiiras and iigamas because,
as was stated in Vii. 6-7 on 3.1.1, that purpose was achieved through fifth
case indication.
The third Viirttika suggests the purpose of the rule is so that zeropratyayas like kvip etc. should be elided in a subsequent position (for the
sake of operations like augment tuk by 'hrasvasya piti krti tuk' 6.1. 71.)
In the fourth Viirttika the wider function of the rule is revealed as in
general acting to restrict all pratyayas from being anything other than
subsequent.
We are now in the fifth Viirttika given the reason why such a
restriction rule is necessary: because irregular examples are found in the
language of people using the praJcrti on its own as if it were a valid pada,
as for example dvayasac etc. (Vii. 6).
The seventh Viirttika unexpectedly suggests another reason for the
rule, which is to allow the option stated in 3.1. 7 to apply to san pratyaya,
vii (optionally) following a dhiitu, the alternative being a sentence, so that
san would not arise.
In the eighth Viirttika we see why Kiityiiyana has introduced the
problem of vii and san at this stage. Once it is stated that even vii has no
such purpose in Vii. 9 on 3.1.7 We are only left with the purpose of
restriction for the para rule.
The ninth Viirttika points out the consequence of the restriction being
limited to the pratyaya, namely, by implication the prakrti would be able
to stand on its own without a pratyaya.
In the tenth Viirttika the opposite possibility is stated that the
restriction be placed on the prakrti only and so the undesired consequence
would be for pratyayas to be used alone, not following a prakrti.
Finally Kiityiiyana concludes, therefore, that the rule is for the
purpose of a double restriction, pratyaya only after prakrti and prakrti
only having a pratyaya following.
Bh~a

Summary

Pataiijali introduces the first Viirttika by first showing how specific
positions other than subsequent, namely prior or middle, are ordained, so
that para may be to restrict those not having a fixed place, like the calf
which may precede or follow its mother. We see here Pataiijali's typical
style of the purvapaka$a's view being answered by the siddhiintin.
In his discussion of the first Viirttika the purvapaka$a presents an
inaccurate statement by treating 6.3.97 as an example of fifth case serving
the function of para. This prepares the way for another view that the rule
is to cover those cases where the fifth case rule does not apply (as the
vikiiras and iigamas), so introducing the next Viirttika, upon which he
does not comment, but instead tells us what was said in Viirttika 6 on 3 .1.1,
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in this second Viirttika.
On the third Viirttika Patafijali presents first the view that the purpose
of zero-pratyayas like kvip being required to be subsequent is so that the
operations dependent on it indicatory k or 1'J may be applicable. Then this
it/indicatory is refuted by showing an implied rule/jfiiipaka, namely, 'the
very adding of these indicatory letters to pratyayas which are to be totally
elided, implies "when they follow the operations" be applicable'. He
explains the nature of the restriction in Viirttika 4, and introduces the next
by asking if there is anything undesired which prompts a general
restriction.
On Viirttika 5, Patafijali provides us with the essential examples of
prakrtis being seen without pratyayas, as babhruf:z when it should be
babhravyaf:z etc. While the first example of pratyayas occurring without
prakrtis is given in Viirttika 6 itself, it is Patafijali who provides the rest of
the implied meaning, with the appropriate sentence, as well as mentioning
the special case of bahu.
On the question of vii (optionally) in Viirttika 7 the Bhii$yakiira
explains that though 'optionally' is to connect with para, logically there is
not anything else that could connect. More important still, it is not desired
there be any option for technical names.
On Viirttika 8 he explains it will be stated in Vii. 9 on 3 .1. 7 that
Kiityiiyana concludes that vii is pointless in that sutra. He then introduces
the last three Viirttikas by asking what is the distinction between the para
restriction applying to a pratyaya and prakrti. Finally he shows that the
force of mentioning para when the meaning is conveyed by the fifth case
is to show a pratyaya must only follow the prakrti and prakrti only occur
with a pratyaya subsequent.

Pradipa
3.15 paras ca I kim artham iti I
"Why is this said?"
When there is indication in the fifth case by the act of supplying the
(implied) word para, (simply) due to the ordaining of the fifth case,
paratva is established as valid. The sense is: even when there is indication
in the sixth case (this is so as) in the case of sutras like 'giipo${ak' (3.2.8), .
due to an understanding of the sixth case in the sense of (connection as
immediate succession'.
3.15 para iti
"(so that apratyaya should) follow (and not be prior)."
Even though supplying (an implied) word 'para', though ordaining the
fifth case (there the sense is paratva), there would still also be the
(alternative) purvatva 'being prior'. The para rule is for the purpose of a
restriction (to the subsequent only). So also due to the existence of
'immediate succession' even in relation to that 'being prior', when there is
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indication in the sixth case (of that), the (para rule) is for the purpose of
restricting (the sense of sixth case to subsequent only).

3.16 yam icchati
"That which he desires (to be subsequent he states as such)."
'The pratyaya bahuc alone is applicable before, and no other pratyaya';
thus because of the restriction of prior position in relation to bahuc, the
meaning is that a pratyaya will only be applicable subsequent (to the
prakrti).
3.16 madhye tarhiti.
"Then (so that it should not be) in the middle."
The sense is that even with the supplying of the (implied) word madhya,
there would be ordaining of sixth case.
3.17 madhye 'piti
"Also (that which he desires to be) in the middle (he states as such)."
Due to the ordaining of sixth case with the supplying of (an implied)
madhya word by the sutra 'avyavasarvaniimniim akac priik tel}' (5.3. 71),
akac is in fact established as before the last vowel/ti and this is for the
purpose of a restriction, namely, 'akac only is applicable in the middle of
the prakrti and no other pratyaya'. Also by the mention of 'only in the
middle' the restriction is understood. However, akac alone before the ti
portion (is not thus specified), so (that is achieved) by the resort to the
qualification 'in the middle'. Otherwise, without madhya, there would be
another pratyaya (possible). However, when there is the qualification
madhye (that which is equally 'in the middle'), by resorting to that, when
it is known there is a restriction, there is no fault.
3.19 evam apit
"so also (those pratyayas whose place is fixed by rule, alone would have
fixed positions)."
By reason of their fitness to be enjoined, because of pre-eminence, those
two in fact are restricted with regard to a particular position - bahuc is
only before, and akac only (in the middle) before the last of the vowels.
This is the sense.
3.19 ddo niyamyate
"Whose place is fixed."
Even when there is a restnctwn on the pratyaya, when there is the
possibility of place being unregulated, with the intention in fact of
teaching of a particular place, it was stated 'whose place is fixed'.
3.21 martur vatsa iti
"(Like) a calf (sometimes in front) of its mother ... "
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when there is perception of the operation word (pratyaya) as for the
prakrti by that it is expressed as like the nature of belonging to the mother.
3.23 paravacanam iti [Vii. I]
"Statement of para (is pointless because the operation ... is indicated by
the fifth case)."
The sense is, because of the restriction being established by the sutra
'tasmiid ity uttarasya' (1.1.67) 'When there is indication in the fifth case,
an operation takes place for that immediately after that in the fifth case'.

4.2 satastatreti
"There (in that sutra) the operation is said to be in place of an existing
(word which follows)."
Where it is indicated that possessing an operation has the purpose of
ordaining another existent operation, there the paribhii~ii 'tasmiid ... ' is
applicable for the purpose of a restriction.
4.2 kasya sata iti
"In place of what following existing element?"
The sense is 'what is not in fact san' is caused to exist by san etc.
4.2 ihiipiti
"Here too (only for one existing)."
Words are eternal, remaining in usage. The meaning is, in that context the
mere correctness is for san etc. following gup etc. In fact, quite naturally
first case would have as its purpose mere indication. At a subsequent time
sixth case is put in place of it. And that which is stated elsewhere - 'And
in a pratyaya rule there is not putting of another case in place of the fifth
case'- whether that is established as valid in this sutra, has to be looked
at.
4. 5 atha veti
"Or else (that the technical name pratyaya should be given to that which
follows, for the operation of that which follows)."
This is the meaning: Let the arising of san etc. have an unrestricted place
(of origin). However, afterwards, for that actually existing subsequently,
that which is ordained as a Siistrika operation for the technical name of the
pratyayas krt lq-tya etc., is not for (any) other place (than subsequent). The
meaning is that as the Siistrika operation is that of 'pointing out' or
'exemplification' due to the correctness of that very place, the usage will
be applicable.
4. 9 vikiiriigame~v iti [Vii. 2]
"(And it was stated) in connection with vikiiras and iigamas."
The meaning is that, in fact, that is also to be understood here too. Thus in
sutras like 'giipo~tak' (3.2.8), it is to be explained that the pratyaya fak
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acts/is applicable after the dhiitu, (' dhiito/:1' being in anuvrtti) and after
'giipo/:1' (as the specific dhiitus are mentioned) when the object is in
composition.
4.11 atyantiiparadr:;tiiniif!l veti [Vii. 3]
"Or para rule is for the purpose of the elision of those subsequent
pratyayas which are completely unseen as subsequent."
In the sense, then, of the word vii (optionally). Nowhere seen by the
principal means of valid knowledge, perception, are those which (are
called) kvip etc. Due to the absence of existence, whether in the seeing of
an invariable word or in seeing an operation for them, and due to the
absence of abiding by 'tasmiidityuttarasya' (1.1.67), lopa would have an
unregulated place. This rule is for the purpose of lopa being (only)
subsequent. The understanding is arisen, (For when this is so, kvip etc.
being subsequent are elided'. In that context the sense is that, when agnicit
etc. (manifest as words), the augment tuk etc. is established as valid,
having resort to the pratyayas as being subsequent, (k of tuk showing the
augment is for the first of what follows by 'iidyantau takitau' 1.1.46) but
lopa of kvip etc., being prior, (would) not (achieve the desired form).
Surely when there is perception of an operation, the action is for that
which follows. Due to its being explained thus, kvip etc. will be applicable
as being subsequent (only). This is not so. For there is no notion of
action/becoming in them, due to the coming forth of the idea of nonbecoming with the ordaining of lopa. For becoming is the obtaining of
one's own form, and they never obtain their own form, due to being like
the horns of a hare. Due to that very fact it was stated, 'Of those
subsequent pratyayas which are completely unseen as subsequent'. Only
the mere operation is ordained for them by the rule of lopa-elision of the
pratyaya even when they are totally non-existent.
4.16 yad ayam iti
" ... since (to those he attaches k etc.)."
If those 'become prior' were elided, the attachment of the indicatory letters
would be pointless, due to all the operations connected with the indicatory
letters being based on pratyayas 'becoming subsequent'. Surely, even
when the nature of the place is not regulated, when lopa has become
subsequent, then due to the attached indicatory letter having scope
(elsewhere), some say, 'How is it there is a sign (attached)?' This is not
proper. Then on the alternative view, it would be accepted that the
attachment of the anubandha would be pointless. And in the sutras like
'sprso 'nudake kvin (3.2.58) ('The pratyaya kvin acts after the dhiitu sprs
(to touch) when it is in composition with a sup/case-inflected word other
than udaka')'the fifth case is heard once. Is that applicable with the word
purva (prior) supplied or with the word para (subsequent) supplied? Thus
there is a doubt. When there is the fifth case with the word purva supplied,
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the attachment of the anubandha is pointless. Thus the knowers of the
Bhii$ya say, 'How, when there is lopa of that become subsequent, could
there (possibly) not be a sign for the attachment of an anubandha?'
4.19 prayoganiyamartharrz veti [Vii. 4]
"Or the para rule is for the purpose of a general rule restricting the use of
the term pratyaya."
The previous purpose established, the Viirttikakiira recites the word vii for
the purpose of option. However, the Bhii$yakiira by implication rejecting
the previous purpose (says) 'then the meaning is explained'.
4.24 kva sa devadatta iti
"Where is that (son of) Devadatta?"
Devadatta etc. are seen occurring in the sense of descendants and by the
(following) restriction is taught their irregular nature. The prakrti is not to
be used alone and the pratyaya is not to be used alone. Surely due to the
connection 'so 'yam' (He is that) metaphorically there is no difference
because of (such) usage in indicating descendants. How is there a wrong
form? This is not so. Even for bhrtya (servant) etc., due to seeing the
superimposition and non-difference as a cause of companionship or
association etc., the meaning of descendant would not be understood by
such restrictions. That was stated by Bhartrhari:
so 'yam ity abhisambandhiit taddhitena vinii yadi I V.I. pratyayana
babhrviidayal} prayujyeran niipatye niyamo bhaved iti II 3.1.84 (2)
Vii. Pad
"If it is said that, because of the relation of identity, words like
babhru would be considered without 'taddhita pratyaya' then elision
should be considered as meant for restriction to progeny."
(The teaching of the elision of apatya taddhita pratyaya yafi and afi by
'yafiafios ca' (2.4.64) in the plural, when expressive of descendants in
gargiil} etc. may be so that the meaning of progeny may be understood and
not some other meaning like disciples. If the meaning of the ancestor and
the progeny are identified (as indicated above 'so 'yam ity abhisambandhab' then the word giirgiil}, even without the pratyaya, can denote
progeny, but it cannot denote disciples also. In order that it may denote.
progeny only, the /uk-elision of the pratyaya expressive of it is taught) (cf.
K.A.S. Iyer).
Therefore, without the metaphorical use treating them as 'not
different' when it is desired to express 'descendant of' the rule is for the
purpose of a restriction 'Do not use babhru etc., ending in the singular like
gargiil} ending in the plural (with taddhita pratyaya elided by luk).'
Here, 'Where is that Devadatta?' (is read) some say simply 'kva sa
iti' (Where is that ... ?). As when for sup/case endings there is luk or lopa,
and the prakrti is seen being used on its own, so babhru etc. are presented
in this example.
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5.2 kim asya dvayasam iti
"What is its dvayasa (measure)?"
Here this usage is seen in the sense of 'What is its measure?' In that
context like garya etc., so for the rest by this is taught a wrong form.
5. 3 kiidya tithiti
"What number day is it today?"
The meaning is, 'Is today the completing of the number two etc., i.e. the
second day (feminine ordinal number)? And having obtained usage of the
word tithi in cases like bahutithl ('manifold, various') in error they use it
alone. However, when flis is produced after the word tithi then the word
tithlis in fact the correct form, (meaning lunar day).
5.3 dvayasajadaya iti
"(Verily) dvayasa etc. are (like those produced from a compounded
form)."
The meaning is, that although not produced from a compound form, in
error they are seen being used alone in the world (i.e. in spoken Sanskrit).
yatha bahur iti
"As bahur (can optionally be produced from a compounded form)."
c.f. PramalJe dvayasajdaghnaiimatraca/:1' (5.2.37)
"The pratyayas dvayasac, daghnac and matrac act in denoting 'that
whereof this is the lineal measure' after a word in the first case in
construction."
'BahupiigagalJasalighasya tithuk' (5.2.52)
"When qat pratyaya follows, tithuk is the agama of the words bahu, piiga,
galJa and saligha."
'Vibhil$il supo bahuc purastat tu'(5.3.68)
"Optionally for a declined noun/supa/:1 there may be added the pratyaya
bahuc (bahu), but it stands before when the sense is slight incompleteness."
That bahuc pratyaya, which acts in the sense of slight incompleteness,
has like it the word bahu, expressing largeness of number; as it is used in
the world so also dvayasac etc., some explain. Others, however, say that
word bahu only, (which is used in the world in the sense of slight
incompleteness) is accepted as an example, when there is a wrong form
accepted for dvayasac etc.
5. 4 vavacane ceti
"And when there is expression of the word va ('optionally') (it is for nonproduction of san etc.)."
When paratva is established for a pratyaya by the siitra 'tasmad ity
uttarasya' (1.1.67) in fact, by means of the word va ('optionally') the rule
para teaches in the alternative the non-arising of the pratyaya. In one
alternative 'san' has paratva expressed by implication as 'optionally san
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acts after ... ' However, in the (other) alternative the meaning isthat it does
not in fact arise. It is not, however, the paratva which is optional as 'In the
alternative it acts before'. Due to the invariable nature of paratva in usage
or because of the invariable nature of va due to the sutra 'tasmad ity
uttarasya' (1.1.67).
5. 7 akriyamal}a iti
"When the (mention of para) is not being made (how is non-production by
the expression va)?"
Due to the technical name pratyaya being present in every sutra there
would be option for that alone. However, when this para governing rule is
effected, there is established in every sutra 'para va bhavati'/ 'applicable
subsequently optionally'. In one alternative para tva is understood, in the
other alternative it is not in fact applicable. Thus the meaning turns out
well
5.10 nityavatsana iti
"(Va has no purpose) because of san being nitya (invariably applicable)."
In the compounding alternative, san is invariably desired and in the noncompounding alternative as 'kartum icchati' ('He desires to make'), the
arising of san does not in fact obtain. Thus when the expression va has
been rejected, this is a restriction of usage for us. When paratva is
established as valid, because of the sutra 'tasmad iti' due to the force (of
its being stated), a restriction is obtained both ways. "So that a pratyaya
should always be subsequent, and should never not be used after."

EXTRA NOTES
3.14 Text.
3.14 parab see detailed note page 61.
3.16 vibha$a supo bahuc purastat (5.3.68)
This is the only exception to the general rule that a pratyaya acts after a
word. The pratyaya bahuc is added before the word (by 'citab 6.1.163 c
indicates udatta on the first vowel), e.g., bahupatub 'a totally skilful
person'.
3.17 avyayasarvanamnamakacpralqeb (5.3.71)
Akac pratyaya (c for udatta, as above, on final) bars ka (from 'prag ivat
kab' 5.3.70) 'ceb' (before the last of the vowels') by 'aco 'ntyadi ti'
1.1.64.
3.18 so 'ntarel}a vacanaf!l para eva bhavi$yati
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The (remainder) will be applicable only as following without the rule
(paras ca).
By the law of 'se!ja' pratyaya will be para.
The final answer given by Patafijali on this matter is that the se!ja
rule is not applicable here (i.e. 'tasmiid ity uttarasya' 1.1.67). In the
remaining cases pratyaya may come at the beginning, middle or end. Thus
parasca is not a parismikhyii rather than a niyama (rule).

3.24 parasya kiiryamucyate c.f. 'tasmiid ity uttarsya' 1.1.67 (nirdi!j{e)
(The general paribhii!jii siitra) 'By the indication in the fifth case it is to be
known that an operation takes place for that immediately following that in
the fifth case'. Thus by 'dhiito~' (3.1.91) and 'nyiippriitipadikiit' (4.1.1) all
pratyayas act after a dhiitu, a priitipadika or a feminine ending in i or ii.
4.1 dvyantarupasargebhyo 'pa it (6.3.97)
By 'iide~ parasya' (1.1.54) ireplaces only the first letter of ap, namely a.
Thus dvfpa~ (an island), antarfpa~ (an island), nfpam (situated low or
deep), vfpam (destitute of water), samfpam (near). The final pratyaya 'a'
is by 'rk-purabdhiihpathiimiinak!je', (5.4.74).
vi!jama upanyiisa~, literally 'uneven putting down, juxtaposition,
irregular, inaccurate proposition or statement'; of frequent occurrence in
the M.Bh. Here the statement is said to be inaccurate or defective because
in general a pratyaya does not replace that which follows that element in
the fifth case. This example only in fact relates to the iidda (substitute)
i acting in place of the sthiinin (original) a. However, san etc. act after a
dhiitu without replacing anything subsequent, for that does not exist.
Pra "Yatra vidyamiinam eva kiiryiintaravidhiiniirtham kiiryatvena
nirdisyate tatra tasmiiditi - paribhii!jii niyamiirtham avati!j{hate. Atra tu
saniidayo 'piirvii evotpadyanta iti na tasyii~ paribhii!jii pravrttir iti
bhiiva~' See full translation of Kaiyata given in the notes (page 53
Satastratreti 4.2).
4.3
paratvaf!Z sviibhiivikam
"Being subsequent is natural (for a pratyaya)", "unartificial, inherent; used
in the capacity of denotation which words naturally possess."
c.f. 'abhidhiinam puna~ sviibhavikam' 1.1. 64 Vii.3 6
4.4
viicanike
"when founded on express statement", "expressly cited by a vacana or
statement of the munitraya (by sutra, viirttika or bhii!jya) as contrasted
with what naturally occurs or is inferred from their statements."
c.f. 'nedam viicanikam iilingatii asankhyatii (avyayiiniim). sviibhavikam
etat. 1.1.39 Vii. 5 Bhii.'
4.10

pratyayavidhiiniinupapattistu [3.1.1 Vii 6].
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"However the ordaining of (the technical name) pratyaya is not
justified ... "
'tasmat tatra paiicaminirdesat siddham' 3 .1.1 Vii 7.
"Therefore pratyaya is established as valid by mention in the fifth case."
4.11 atyantaparadr!ftanam
"(For the sake) of those (lopa, slu, !up and luk pratyayas like kvip etc.)
which are completely unseen as subsequent."
c.f. 'kriya nameyam atyantaparadrsta'
P.1.3.1/254.15 Bha., P.3.2.102/114.10 Bha., P.3.2.115/120.9 Bhii.
4.14 kvibadayo lupyante
"Kvip etc. (completely unseen) are elided."
c.f.
'sat-su-dvi(fa-druha-duha-yuja-vida-bhida-cchida-ji-ni-rajam-upasarge 'pi kvip' 3.2.61 (supi). "The pratyaya kvip acts after the following
dhiitus sad etc. when in composition with a sup/case pratyaya even though
it may be an upasarga."
4.13 e.g. suci!fad
"Dwelling in purity or heaven" Kathopani(fad 2.2.2.
This pratyaya kvip is totally elided = zero by:
k by lasakvataddhite 1.3.8.
v by veraprktasya 6.1.67
i by upadese 'janunasika it 1.3.2
p by halantyam 1.3.3, tasya lopiJ 1.3.9.
Other zero pratyayas: vic, vit, lJVi, lJVin, kvin, cvi.
4.14 kiti TJititi kiiryaTJi
"(so that) the operations (which take place when pratyayas possessed of)
indicatory k or 1J follow (should be applicable; 'kit' having an it/indicatory
letter/anubandha, the mute letter k)."
Applied to pratyayas by Pa7Jini for preventing gu7Ja and vrddhi adda for
the preceding ik (i u r !) vowel.
c.f. 'hiiti ca' 1.1.5
e.g. i + k-ta = ita not eta.
TJit (having an indicatory letter TJ),
A pratyaya with a mute consonant 1J signifies the substitution of vrddhi for
the preceding vowel by 'a co ii-TJ-iti' 7. 2.115.
e.g. iyaya (TJal), karaiJ (ghaii)
or for the penultimate a by 'ata upadhyayaiJ' 7.2.116, e.g. paci (TJi)
or for the first vowel of the word, if it is a taddhita formation by
'taddhitesv acamadeiJ' 7.2.117, e.g. anupagava!J (alJ).
4.16 kathal!l frrtva jiiapakam
"How is this indicated as an implied rule/jiiapaka?"
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m.f.n. causing to know, teaching, informing, suggesting, (indirect or
implicit revealer). n. an expression or rule giving particular information
(as a rule of Piil}ini implying some other grammatical law than that
resulting from the mere words of the rule itself).
The paribhii:jiis or rules of interpretation are mostly derived by
indication or implication /jiiiipakasiddhi from a word or words in a sutra.
These words which are apparently vyartha (without purpose) are shown as
siirthaka (with purpose), after the particular jiiiipaka indication is drawn
from them. The term in this special sense is first used by Vyiidi in
Paribhii:jii-sucana. The jiiiipaka is said by Niigesa to have four parts.
4.16 vaiyarthya 'uselessness'
jiiiipana, 'making known or suggesting its purpose', or
svasmiii caritiirthya, 'successfulness in attaining one's purpose', or having
its own scope of application
anyatraphala, '(the implied rule is seen to) have effect elsewhere (as
well)'.
4.19 prayogiiniyamiirtham
"For the purpose of restricting the use of the term pratyaya; a general rule
laid down regarding the use of words in language and literature", e.g.
(1) a word recognised as correct should always be used.
c.f. 'evam ihiipi siimiinyiim arthagatau sabdena ciipasabdena ca
dharmaniyama~ kriyate sabdenaiviirtho 'bhidheyo niipasabdeneti. evam
kriyamiil}am abhyudayakiiri bhavati' 1.1.1 Pas. Pas. Ahnika.
(2) 'Never should a base alone or a pratyaya alone be used but always a
base should be used with the necessary pratyaya.'
'yiivatii samaya~ krto na kevalii prakrti~ prayoktavyii na kevala~
pratyaya~' Bhii. on 1.2.64 Vii. 8, 3.1.92 Vii 3 etc.
4.24 pratyayika
The alternative reading 'apratyayika' is more suitable to the context.
"Without a pratyaya." Pataiijali uses the word as a synonymn for
pratyaya, but in M.Bh. (in atma-pra.) = 'that of which everyone can
convince himself'.
'babhrur'
c.f. 'madhubabhror briihmal}akausikayo~' (yaii) 4.1.1 06 (apatyam, gotre)
"The pratyaya yafi3 acts in the sense of gotra (' apatyam pautraprabhrti
gotram' 4.1.162), descendant, after the words madhu and babhru when the
words so formed mean briihmal}a and kausika4 respectively." Thus
miidhava~ and biibhravya~.

3
4

vrddhi by' taddhite~v aciimiidel}' 7.1.117.
patr. of Visvamitra son or grandson of Kusika: withoutymi, biibhraval}.
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4.25 mm:ufu~ by 'gargiidibhyo yafi' 4.1.105 (gotre) (irregularly without
yafi)
"The pratyaya yafi acts in the sense of gotra descendant after the words
garga and the rest."
mii1Jljavya~ grandson or still lower descendant Ma1Jl}U. (29 in ga1Ja)
lamaka~ (irregularly without phak) 'naljiidibhya~ phak' 4.1.99 (gotre)
"The pratyaya phak acts, in denoting a Gotra descendant after the
priitipadika nalja and the rest."
liimkiiyana~ grandson or still lower descendant of Lamaka. c.f. Go. Bra.
1.3.1.6 liimakiiyana sagotra lamaka + phak = lamaka + ayana =
lamakiiyana~ by 'kiti ca' 7.2.118
"Vrddhi is iidesa for the first vowel of the stem when a taddhita pratyaya
with an indicatory k follows."
and 'iiyaneyiniyiya~ phaljhakhacchaghiim pratyayiidiniim 7.1.2
"In place of ph iiyan, of ljh ey, of kh in, of ch zy, and of gh iy when these
consonants are the beginning of pratyayas."
Uniidi S. 2.33 'riime rasca lo vii' ujjvala rase~ (2.32) rephasya vii latyam.
ramako viliisi. lamakastiryartha sodhaka~ nadiiditviit 4.1.99 liivakii
yana~.

5.1 dvayasajiidiniim
"(Because) of dvayasac etc. (being seen used alone) ... "
c.f. 'pramiine dvayasaj daghnafi miitraca~ 5.2.37 (tadasya). "The
pratyayas dvayasac, daghnac, and miitrac act in denoting its lineal
measure after a word in the first case in construction."
5.1
uru~ pramiinam asya urudvasam reaching to the thighs (Kiis. on
4.1.5).
urudagham reaching to the thighs Pat. on 5.2.37.
urumiitram reaching to the thighs Pat. on 5.2.37.
5.2 kiidya tithi
"What number day is it today?" by
'bahupugaga7Jasmighasya tithuk' 5.2.52
"When the pratyaya £fat (causing elision of the ti portion by 'te~' 6.1.143
bhasya, ti lopab) follows, tithuk is the augment of the words bahu, puga,
ga1Ja and smigha."
bahuniim pura1Jo bahutitha~ manifold, various, many, much.
bahutithe 'hani 'on the many-eth day during many days' (Nal. 9.12).
pugatithi~ numerous, manifold.
ga7Jatithi~ forming troops or assemblage (Vop. 7.42)
sanghatithi~ m.f.n. numerous, abundant (Vop. 7.42)
Wrong usage is found where this is treated of as noun tithi m.f. lunar day
(30th part of whole lunation of rather more than 27 lunar days).
5.3
yathii bahus tathii
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"(They are not produced from a compounded form) as bahus (optionally
can be)." by
'vibhii:fii supo bahuc purastiit' 5.3.68.
"Optionally to a sup/case-inflected niiman/noun may be added the
pratyaya bahuc (bahu), but it stands before, when the sense is slight
incompleteness."
bahupatu~, rather clever; bahumrdu, rather soft, delicate, mild.

5. 5 anutpatyartham
"For the purpose of non-production (of a pratyaya)."
c.f. 'tatrotpattir vii prasaligo yathii taddhite' 3.1.94 Vii. 2,
also 'kr:fyiidi:fu ciinutpatti~ (l}ica~)' 3.1.26 Vii. 3.
5.10 viivacaniinarthakya1!1 ca tatra

nityatviitsana~

[3.1. 7 Vii. 9]

6.1
paragrahanasiirtyiit Kiel. misprint for siimarthyiit
"Through the force of circumstances, by reason of, on account of, through
the force of the specific mention of para."
para II tri ? (ju pa se I 086 piilanapural}yo~ bhiive ap kartari ac vii)
kryii 1489
cu u 1548 pural}e
sarviiniim "purvapariivaradak/fil}ottariidhariil}i vyavasthiiyiim asa1!1jfiiiyiim" 1.1.34
By rdor ap 3.3.57 (bhiive pratyaya~ paras ca dhiitoM
anudattau suppitau 3.1.4
=para sviiligasi tiimadantiiniim 2. 6 pid (iidyudatta~)
2 nandigrahapaciidibhyo lyul}inyaca~ 3.1.134 (kartari krt 3.4.60)
cita~ 6.1.163 (anta~ udatta~)
=para
paras sasa}u:fo ru 8.2.66 (su sa ru)
kharavasiinayor visarjaniya~ 8.3.15 visarjaniyasya sa 8.3.34 (sa)
sto~ scunii scu~ 8. 4.40 (sa)
ca II avyaya ? ci ca1Ja vii qa
cin svii u a 12 51 cayane
cu se 1630
ci cu se 1795 bhii:fiirthii~
or ? ca1Ja svii pa se 796 diine ca (gatau)
qa "anye:fv api drsyate" 3.2.101 (qa~jana~)
para, far, previous, former, following, succeeding, final, last, enemy,
supreme or absolute being, universal.
para
(1) Subsequent, as opposed to purva or prior, the word is frequently
used in grammar in connection with a rule or operation prescribed
later on in a grammar treatise.
c.f. viprati:fedhe para1!1 kiiryam 1.4.2
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(2) Occurring after (something) pratyaya~ parasca 3.1.1
(3) The word para is sometimes explained in the sense of i~ta or
desired, possibly on the analogy of the meaning se~tha possessed by
the word. This sense is given to the word para in the rule
viprati~edhe pararrz kiiryam 1.4.2 with a view to applying it to earlier
rules in cases of emergency.
c.f. viprati~edhe pararrz yadi~ta tadabhavati Ma. Bhii 1.1.3
parasabda~ lJ~taviici M.Bh. 1.2.5, 1.4.2 vii, 2.1.69
ADDENDA
(Errata to Part 1 of the present paper)
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Correction
At the heart
At the heart of
3.3.56
3.3.96
1.4.32
1.4.21
iipnotii artha~ I
iipnotity artha~ I
kii dhiitur ity iidir dhiitu~l rnpasiimiinyiid arthasiimiinyarrz
ko dhiitur ity iipter dhiitur avatim apy eke I
rnpasiimiinyiid arthasiimiinyiinyanya
to be know
to be known
pratyaya iyat remains.
is a pratyaya 'iyat'.
5.4.2
5.4.28
supi stha~
"supi stha~"
1.8.14
1.4.14
arthasyiinyapradhiinatviit
arthasyiinyapramiil}atviit
pratyaya
pratyayasya
asarrzyogogapurviit asarrzyogapurviit
bhogapratyayo~

muppitau
3.2.78

bhogapratyayayo~

lsa 6
syatasi

tare~

suppitau
3.1.78
{ere
lsa 6. p. 144
syatiisi

Ku~irajo~

Ku~iraiijo~

3.4.113
3.8.87
1.3.5

rndhiidibhya~

7.3.84
3.4.77
1.3.8
rudhdibhyahh
utsiirvadhiituke

utsiirvadhatuke
pratyaya
pratyaya~
sap
sap a~
iitmanepadesv anta~
iitmanepadesv vanata~
iidibhya~

iidibhya~ slu~
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15
9
last line
8
24
15
33
10
14
15
28
34
35
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150

9
35
29
31
35

151

10

15
16
20
152

26
4
8-9

3.1.9
3.1.124
siirviidhiitukiirdhal}yat rhalorl}yat
1.1.52
linga
ne~tr ~atr

halnyiibhyo
6.1.65
kvijhalo~

3.1.91
3.2.124
siirvadhiitukiirdha"rhalor l}yat"
1.1.51
liliga
ne~tr tva~tr ~atr

habiyiipbhyo
6.1.68
kvijhalo~ kl}iti

yayiparasavarl}a yayiparasavarl}a~
-hiisiithiindhvamicfvahimahin"
-thiissiithiimdhvamicfvahimahin''
yu~umadyupapade yu~madyupapade

7.2.12
1.4.5
!sa. 6
ipsitatamaf!1
4.2.3
yustryiikhyo
nip
tena raktam
yukta
priikkr!tiiccha
tena raktam
yukta

7.1.12
1.4.45
c.f. lsa. 6, p.132
ipsitatamaf!1 karma
4.1.3
yustryiikhyau
ill
tena raktam riigiit
yukta~
priikkrltiiccha~

tena raktam riigiit

yukta~

tena raktam

tena raktam riigiit

dr~tam

dr~taf!1

bears rule to

operates up to

(5.1.5)
(c.f. 5.1.5)
4.1.176
4.1.76
(raktiidyarthaka)
raktiidyarthaka
nacfiidiniif!lkuk
nacfiid!niif!1kuk
8.2.69
4.2.69
cikiira
vikiira
trapujatuno puk
trapujatuno~ ~uk
yajajo luk
yaiiaiiauluk
''priigvahatlya priigvahate~thaka~"
(priigvahatlya) ''priigvahate~fhaka~"
(yat)" (4.4. 76)
yat" (4.4.86)
''piiriiyal}aturiiyal}iiciindriiyal}af!1 vartayati (than)
priigvahate~than"

13
17
24
30

''piiriiyal}aturiiyal}iiciindriiyal}af!1 vartayati"
(than priigvahate~than)
iikalika
iikiilika
tulyakriyiicedvati (4.1.115)
tulyaf!1 kriyiicedvati (5.1.115)
''piiiicamika dhiinyiiniif!1 bhavane ~atre
piiiicamika "dhiinyiiniif!1 bhavane ~etre
5.2.13
5.2.93
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155
157

6

159

38
39
19

-asyiistyaminniti -asyiistyasminn iti
subhayoryus
subhamor yus
ni~pravii1JiS ca
"ni~pravii1Jis ca"
ni!jpravalJlS ca is ni~pravii1Jis is
"taddhitiil} samarthiiniir(l
(taddhitiil}) "samarthiiniir(l
nayati nitam
jayati jitam
yasyeti
yasyeti ca
6.1.119
5.1.119
anas ca
anasac
sarakase!fu
sarakase~u ca
anaditel}
anadite
iqajanorddhe
iqajanorddhve
-iirdhdhiitukayol} -iirdhadhiitukayol}
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